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The girl carried sticks and piled them on the fire, which was serving the purpose of a beac on light. luring· the redcoats into a trap. Already two were prisoner s. and the
"Liberty Boys" were overpowering two more.
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CHAPTER I.
TROUBLE A'£ A DANCE.

I ll

~k

b

ok

~h

'' IleUo ! they seem to be having a jolly good time here,
1 must say ! "

It was the last week in September of the year 1780. A
man, ''ho had heen riding along a road in }forth caro1.ma,
.h in the western part, not far from the Catawba RiYer, had
.h
brought his hor'e to a stop in front of a house of goodly
re
tis size, standing perhaps fifty yards back from the road.
re It was night, being perhaps lialf-past nine o'clock, and
~~the house was lighte~l up, while the ,ound of music and
ul a
. came to th e trave1er ,s h earmg.
.
B: ancmg
1g
The lone rider sat there for more than a minute, seemA ingly debating something in hiF- mind. Indeed this wa
~g what he ~ni~ doing; he was trying to decide whether he
m should stop rmcl ask to be allowerl to remain over night,
td
on IJI 'rhether he ~hould go on and trust to luck to reach
another house soon, where there were no festivities being
? held.
·s
A,- the lone traveler was a young man not more than
b
t\\·enry
year~ of age, he finally came to the d~cision which
11
n might hare been looked for: He decided to stop here.
e
There 'rere a number oi hor:;:es tied to the fence near at
11
0 rn111l
and tbe .youn 0rr man dismounted and tied his horse.
e
~1 hen he entered the yard and walked to the house and
..:noeked on the front door.
Tlw door did not open, and judging that the dancers
o

th

31

and was t>omewhat surprised to note that the men were
British soldiers. There were six of ' them on the floor,
dancing, and each had for a partner a young lady of the
region. The young man, who was a close observer, did
not think those girls looked very happy or well pleased,
>1nd another glance around the room made the affair plain
I
to him-so he tho;ight, at least.
Along the walls of the room was ranged eight or ten
girl··, and perhaps a dozen young men, who, as the traveler
C;Ou]cl tell by their dress, were young men of the vicinity.
These young men did not look happy; their faces were
lowering ,and sullen.
"I think I understand the situation," the strange young
man said to himself; "the redcoats have happened along,
heard the mu ic and dancing, just as I did, and stopped
an cl came in and took th affair into their own hands. It
i~ ea~y to see that the young fellows.,.don't like it. Well,
for half a shilling, I would take a hand in this myself;
I don't think those redcoats should be allowed to have
ererything their own way."
1-0:e turned to the · ervant girl. ''If you please,'' he said,
"you need not announce me. I will enter the room quietly
and make myself at home in my own way.''
"Berry well, sah," was the reply, and then, eemingly
glad to escape the responsibility of having admitted the
etrangcr, the negress hastened away.
The young man took off his hat and left it in the hall
and then entered the room quietly. The redcoats, who
\\'ere engrossed in their occupation of dancing, did not

he young man knocked again.
were not dancing sa 11' him and stared .at him in surpri~e,
This time the door opened and a· colored servant stood m1d, so far as the girls were concerned,
with considerable
of admiration as well, for he. was a remarkably handsome
"May I come in?" the young man asked.
young fellow.
The negress hesitated an instant and then opened the
The traveler was not extra well dressed, his clothi:pg
door wide and said: "I guesses ez how yo' mought ez well being of ordinary cloth and showing the signs of conome in, $ah; ever'buddy dat wants ter cum in hez done siderable use, but the owner was such a bright, handsomeJooking fellow that his clothing did not attract mucht
The stranger entered and found himself in a large hall. notice. ·
o the left, through an open doorway, he saw the dancers,
"Isn't he handeome !"
1-
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I "I know .; but their weapons still leave them the stronger=
oncler who he is? ''
I force, ii it came to a combat."
"Did vou erer see him before?"
. The young traveler ehook his head. "I don't know :J
"Be U:ust be a stranger in these parts."
''I hope he'll stay and give us a chance to dance with about that,'' he ;;aid; "if you were to make a sudden and 1
concerted attack on them I think you could o.-erpGwer them1a
him!"
.. I

\~

Such were a few of the ex<(lamations and remark~ .whis- before they could use their ·weapons."
''It might be as you say, ·· ~aid the young man, clubioml. ·.
<
pered to one· another by the girls.
exThe young men were quite curious regarding the new-: "if we had ~orne one to take the lead ancl had had
're
think
comer al o and they wondered ,rho he m1~ and where he perience in such matters. But as it is I don·t
\Ye would simply be butcherecl ··,.
i woulcl dare attack them.
came from .
"I ~upposc tlw majority of you youJ1g people 'rho are 1,
wonder who he is?"

i

··I

"He·s a stranger."
.. Y e3, and thank goodness he isn't a redcoat!"
"Hc"s a handsome fellow, isn·t ' he?"
··Yes, and a resolute-look ing one."
1
" 1 ou are right; he looks as if he would not be afraid

here are

patriot~,

then:-·'

,,

I don"t think there iB a Tory in the house.''
''I guessed that from the way you talked."
i
"You guessed right."
moredcoats
the
have
to
"I take it that you don't like
ize your girb ,the "'ay they are doing?"
uopol
of the Old Nick hilnself."
'rhe other made a grimace. '·I should say not!" he
Such were some of the remarks made by the young
exclaimed. "Do you see the girl with that captain, there ?1
men. Presently one, wli.o was a brisk, good-natured young
That is my girl. We ha1·e been sm'ethearts for three year~.
fellow, "IYalked· across the room and took his place beside
and will marry in a year; well, you don"t suppo e I enjoy,
t he stranger.
seeing that blamed redcoat have his arms around her and
"Good evening!" he greeted, pleasantly.
go dancing around the room with her, do you?"
"Goocl eyening !" was the reply. "You seem to be haYThe young stra~er could hardly keep from laughing.
in2-" a Yery pleasant time."
1
He n'alizetl. howeYer. that it was a serious· matter with
The young man made a wry face. "The redcoats seem Llw :rnt;ng man, and c1i<l not let the other see that he was
he said, significantly ,
•1.o be having a very pleasant time,"
amused.
anr1 'rith considerable of displeasure and disgust in hiR
"I judge that it isn·t a pleasant sight/' he said, quietly.
much
getting
be
to
seem
not
clo
us
of
rest
•'the
:
t@e"
'"rka~::i nt '.-' I --hol,ltl ::-a~- not ! I"t1 like. to put a bullet.]
fon out of it.''
ihrou<.th him!'"
.. How i~ that?" " ·ith an assumption of . urpri~e. "Did
"~o the redcoats simph- 1rnlked right in and took charge
yo\1 not im·ite the redcoats to the dance?''
r11 affairs aml went in to enjoy themselves. did they?"·
"
!
not
guess
rather
I
ell,
'" \'i'
There was a peculiar, speculative tone to the young man's
"lOU didn't("
voice.
·•No."
"Yes, that is j1F-t what they did: and 1 judge, from the
"How came they to be in here, then, and dancing?"
way it lookR, that we iello1rs who got together here with
"They walked in."
"Of their own accord?"

''Ye~;

our sweethearts. to have Rome enjoyment. will have to sit
al one side and watch those scoundrels enjoy themsel.-c~ .. ,
"That im't a pleasant outlook."

'~Ye..;.''

"Well, it seems to me that that was rather impudent in

.

"I should say not."
"And you ''"onltl change the pre-,ent state of affairs if
the
of
rest
the
do
so
and
it;
at
''Thtif~ the way I look
you conld do so? ''
"\Ye> ce1if:ainly 'rould.~'
"\rell. I don't see why the change should not be made."
'•I should think you 1rnuld."
The strange ~·otmg man. spoke calmly, but as if he meant.
'"Yes; but we can·t help ourselYes."
'"·hat he said.
"~rhy not ?"
with
"Yon don·t ?" There 1rn~ ~urpriQe and considerable
armed
are
redcoats
"Why, c1on·t you see? The

i.hem.''

,! .,nht in the young Routherner·s tone.
and sword , and we are unarmed."
''Xo."
"I see; but you outnumber them mor~ than two to one."

pi~tols

I
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"How coul11 it Le done?"
I A look of surprise and delight appeaTed on the face
)W
•· \r ell, you sai~1 a little "·hile ago that if you fellows
of the young Sontlierner.
id d a leader-$omc one who had had experience in such
"I have heard of you many times!" he said. "And you
111 hatters-to take tl;e lead and show you what to do you are Di6k Slater, the famous patriot, scout, spy and cap.light do something."
tain of 'The Liberty Boys of '7G' ?"
"Yes, I am the captain of the 'Liberty Boys.'"
i.: "80 I did."
"Good! Splendid ! The boys will go into this affair
x:- "\\'ell, J am willing to act as your leader."
1·c
The stranger spoke calmly, and the other eyed him, gladly and confidently, now; and they will give the red-

,,

· earchingly.

Somehow he was impressed by the young coats some rough handling if the scoundrels try to , use

re nan's looks. There was something about him that sug- their weapons."
~ested that he had had considerable experience in war"That is the point; we must not let the redcoat;; use
1 ~ue.

"I more than half believe he is a soldier-and a their weapons."
atriot soldier at that!., the young Southerner said to
"I understand."

"We must overpower and disarm them."
imself. ~.\loud be. said:
"Exactly; pull their teeth, eh?"
)- "You are "illi,ng to act as our leader?"
"Ye:<."
"Yes, if you arc willing to see to it that the young men
..
And ti.en what shall we <lo with them?"
ie ct promptly when the time come::;. If you will guarantee
·•\\"ell. 1re can decide that later."
? ~mt they go for the redcoats for all they are worth."
s, "I th.ink I c:an promise you that they will do that," I "So we can .. ,
"Wen, you go and have a talk with your friends ; pas
Y ·as the reply. "They would like a chance to give those
the
'll·orc1 along and tehl them to be ready for the signal,
d edcoats a good thumping, but th~y are afraid of the
and the instant it is given for them to leap to the attack."
words and pistols."
,.r •·They ueed not be."
''AU right; but what will be the signal?"
h "You think so?"
j "The v;orr1:;: 'Down 'll'ith the king!' "
J

is

"I am. sure of it. You see, if the young men all at- · ""\.11 right; I'll go and pass 1.he word around among
ack the redcoat.; in a body and at the same instant, two l!1e boys."
'·leaping upon each of them, the redcoats will not have a
"Do so."
t hance to draw swords or pistols.' 1
The youth hastened to reJom his companions on the
··I :>ee; that doe seem reasonable."
other side of the .room and he immediately began whispere "Certainly. That i;" all that is necessary; that there be ing to them and then they "·hi~pered to one another, and
"(·~ncerted ~ction. You would have to act instantly when I it was. e\·ident that they were ~reatly pleased and excited.
s IYe the signal."
The girls were eager to be let rnto the secret, and the boys
1

·Well, I am sure that I can ans"·er for the boys that i whispered to the girls, and many were the admiring glances
e hey will be not only willing but glad and eager to make sent across to where Dick stood, leaning quietly and care1 l1e attack."
I k>sly agaimt the wall.

i

"~\.11 right, then; as you are all patriots, and so are
., riends, I "·ill tell you who I am; but you must not peak'

"And so that is Dick Slater!"
"~·ve heard so much about him!"

11y name aloud as I don't wa11t the redcoats to know who I
"lrn't he hand~ome !"
m or that such a person is i.n this part of the country.
"They say he is one of the most daring fello\l·s in the
f o you understand?"
world!"

"Yes, yes!" the youth's voice was eager, for he began
o understand, now, that the young stranger was some one
'of note and importance. "We. >ron't\ speak your name
t aloud, but if you .are some one well known, -if you will
ll me your name so I can tell the boys, it will give them
~
ore confidence and will be likely to have considerable
ffect in making our attack on the redcoats quccessful."
"Very well; I will tell you : ~Jy name is Slater-Dick
Slater."

F

"Goodnes- ! I hope the boys "·ill ucceed in getting
the better of the redcoats!;'
"I'm afraid, aren't you?"
Such were a few of the exclamations and remarks made
k one anoth.er by the girls, while the young men were com· ing to an understanding of what they were to do.
Dick was "·atching them and a]so keeping an eye on
the redcoats, and presently the young man who bad talked
with him caught his eye and p:o..-e a nod, 1Yhich said that

-
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"I don't lrnow what you und~rstood," was Dick's ca
reply.
"Never mind that. You applied the epithet of cowa
to me, did you not?" The officer's look and tone ~
threatening in the extreme, but it did not seem to hi
any effect on Dick, who replied, promptly and calmly:
"I did."
11
\rhy did you do it?"
'' Bec;au$e it is true."
"0 h, you think it is true, do you?"
''I am positive of it."
"What makes you so positive?"
"It is a simple matter to answer that question."

all was settled and that the youths would be ready to act
the instant the ,signal was given. Dick, nodded in reply,
and then turned his entire attention to the redcoats.
A few minutes later the British soldiers stopped dancing, and the captain called out, with a grin and a wink at
his comrades: "First salute, and then seat your partners."

At the words from the captain the redcoats, himself
included, a~tempted to kiss the six girls they had been dancing with. Now, 'the maidens, while unwilling, had feared
to refuse to dance with the redcoats-had consented to
do so in order to avoid trouble between them and their
~weethearts, in truth, but to permit themselves to be kissed
was another matter. They felt that this was carrying the
thing altogether too far ; and so, instead of letting the men
"Do i:;o, then."
'l'he captain was eyeing Dick, closely, and it was evide
kiss them, the girls tore themselves loose from the grasp
of the men and ran across the room to where the other Ithat he was delaying attacking the y"'o uth in order to ha
girls were-with one exception. When the girl who had I time to study him.
1
"Well, no one but a coward would attempt to kiss
danced with the British captain attempted to jerk away
from him he had seized her .in his arms, and, holding her young lady against her will."
"Oh, thafs the way you arrive at the belief that I aru
tightly. was doing his best to try to kiss the struggling
. girl, when Dick Slater leaped forward and cried, sternly: coward, is it?"
"Unhand the young lady, you big coward!"
"Yei:;."
''But how do you know I was trying to kiss the you
Ilady again~t her will?"

"That was self-evident." ,
"How do you make that out?"
CHAPTER IL
"She 'ms trying to escape from you."
"Oh, ho. Ha! ha! ha!" laughed the captain. "It
THE DISCOMFITURE OF THE REDCOATS.
plain that you don't know much about young ladies. Th
filways make a great show of being angry, and of tryi
'l'he girl's lover had started to leap forward to her assist- to get away, but it is all put on. They are not tryi
.ance, but Dick had waved him back at the moment he Yt:ry hard, and they are wanting the kiss quite as much
leaped forward, and the youth, so great .was his respect for the man is wanting to give it to them."
and faith in Dick Slater, obeyed and paused, saying to
Dick·s lip curled with scorn. "I don't think you knc
(iimself: "He'll settle with that redcoat scoundrel!" The <lR much about young ladies as you think }'OU do," he sai
youth's hands were clenched, however, and there was a "it is no doubt true that they do like to be kissed-b

fierce look in his eye~ and on ~1is face as he Plared at the they are very particular who · they permit to kiss the:
British captain.
'rhev do not like to be kissed promiscuously I am surE
I

Dick's action took the redcoats by surprise, and they j
stared at him in amazement. They had not noticed that a I
strang~r was present, and his sudd~n appearance and ex- 1
damation gave them a great surprise. The captain was!
.so astonished on account of being spoken to in such a 1
fashion, and addressed as a scoundrel, that he involuntarily
released his hold on the girl and she leaped away and
took refuge among the others at the ·side of the room.
"Did you-did I understand you to apply an epithet to
1i'i'e?" the captain cried, staring at Dick in mingled amazernent and rage.

•

'

"Oh, well, that is a matter of opinion."
"Perhaps so."
"Yes; so we will lay it over and come down to busines:
"I am quite 1rilling."
"You called me a coward."
"I did."
"You still adhere to that belief, then?''
"I do."
"And you are not willing to retract the assertion?"
"No."
"Nor to beg my pardon?"
I
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1
"Assure dly not."
j "I cannot conceive of a coward ucii as you are killing
The officer, and his five comrades as well," looked at the I people under any
other circumstances tP,an those I have
young man who was so boldly facing .them and practica lly mentio ned/ was
the reply.
-w biddi:µg them defiance, searchin gly, and with considerablP
"See here, you are altogeth er too insolent !" cried the
ria curiosity. They seemed to realize that he was not one of captain, growing
red in the face.
the young beaux who had been enjoying themselves when
"Don't take any more of his insolence, captain !"
they :first put in an appearance. They were sure he was
"No, put a stop to his talk."
a stranger, and there was somethi ng about him which 1 "Kill the
young scoundr el!"
impressed them with the belief that he was a ·young manI
"I believe he's a rebel!.,
who had had a great deal of experience.
Such were the exclamations of the redcoats, who were
"Who are you?" the captain asked, abruptly .
wonderi
ng why their commander had not long ago cut or
1
"Why do you wish to know?" asked Dick.
I shot the young "s tranger down.
"I have a curiosity regardin g the matter, that is all."
Dick saw that a climax was at hand, and gave the youths
"Oh, that's it?"
at the si.de of the room a quick, significant glance. He
"Yes."
noted, with satisfactio.n, that they were ready for action.
"I don't see what it matters who I am."
'l'hey were half crouched aad there was an eager, excited
"Well, I do."
look on their faces-a determin ed look it was, too.
"You do?"
The captain glared at Dick for a few moments, in silence,
"Yes; I wish to ]mow who you are, before killing you, an cl thell' $aid, in
a low but fierce and threaten ing voice: "I
LI so as to be enabled to enter your name on my list of
did not intend to injure you severely, but you have been
victims."
·
so impuden t and have talked so insulting ly that now
The officer said this in a somewhat fierce voice and with nothing but your
. life's blood will satisfy me. I am going
,
a fierce look on his face, but if he. expected to impress the to kill you!"
young stranger , he was disappo inted; for the youth burst
As lie finished speaking the captain started to draw his
into a. laugh. Dick could not help it; the idea was so I sword, but as
he made the :first motion toward doing so
absurd. And he kept on laughin g to such an extent that Dick struck
out straight from the shoulder. His fist hit
the British captain grew angry ' and disgusted.
the captain fair between the eyes and knocked him down
"Shut up!" he growled. "What do you find funny about as promptl y and
effectively as if he had been struck by a
my statement?"
•
t:ledgc-h a1nrner. Then Dick cried out:
"Why the stateme nt itself-t he entire thing."
"Down with the king!"
"What is there funny about it?"
The youths had awaited the signal, eagerly, and the
"Tht idea of your keeping a list of your victims. How i instant Dick gave
utteranc e to the words they leaped
long and large a list have you, if I may ask?"
I forward with all the energy and eagerness of hounds sud·
"I have a list with twenty-six names on it." The cap- denly let loose
on a scent. They obeyed Dick's instruc' an air
tain said this boastfully and with
that said he was lions to the letter and divided up in twos and attacked
the
proud of it.
I fh-e I redcoats all at the same moment. The result wa
"Do you really mean it?" asked Dick, and now the smile that though the
redcoats tried to draw weapons they were
was gone from his face and there was a peculiar, grim, unable to clo
so and were quickly thrown down upon the
dangero us look in his eyes and on his face.
floor with sufficient force to tempora rily daze them, and
"Of course I mean it!"
their weapons were taken from them. The captain wa~
"And you have killed twenty-six people, you say?"
leaped upon by two of the youths, before he could struggle
"Yes, and all America ns!"
to his feet, ancl his weapons were rcmoYed also.
"I suppose the majority of them were women and chilThen at a romman d from Dick the youths permitte d the
-Oren,' said Dick, in a cold, stern voice; "and that the men six reclcoats
to rise.
were all shot in the back."
'rhe girls had ~een frighten ed when the encounter RtartThe captain flushed angrily.
ed, and had uttered a few startled cries, but the affair
"No, they were not mostly women and children, nor were was so quickly
over and their friends had conquered so
i:he men shot in the back!" he growled. "What makes completely that
their cries quickly changed to exclamations
_:you say that?''
of delight an:d satisfaction.
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·•Oh, I'm so glad our boys whipped them!"
"No, I don"t see why the fact that

=======-·

these are war time· ·
"Oh, goody! goody!"
should make you have the right to keep our weapons."
' ' They've taken the redcoats' weapons away from them!"
"It is simple enough, as you know; in war times, migb~
"Yes, they are helpless now!"
often makes right, and this i one of the times when that'
J
"I guess they won "t force us girls to dance with them is the case."
)
again to-night!" This from one of the girls who had been
A. mutfcred cmse escaped the captain's lips.
forced to dance with one of the British soldiers.
"You will be sorry for carrying things in this high-i
As for the redcoats, they looked crestfallen in the ex- handed fa hion !''he growled.
treme. They looked down then noses, all but the captain,
"I don't think so," smiled Dick; "I am quite willing to
and be glared at Dick with the look of a :fiend. If looks risk it, anyhow."
would have killed, Dick would haYe dropped in his tracks .
"Then you are going to keep our weapons?"
Dick met the officer's gaze with a cool look of satisfaction, and with a faint smile curling his lips.
1
"Well, what do you think of matter:. as they stand now?"
I
the youth asked.

I

"Yes."
'· You will re 0crret it."
•'Oh, I guess not."

"Yes, you will! You will be sorry you erer treateqn
.
j
soldiers
of the king in uch fashion!"
"I think this is an outrage!" was the· ~ngry reply, m
•
I
,
"I
~on't
think so; and as for :you, you ought to be.
a voice hoarse with rage.
thankful that we do not hold you prisoners .. ,
"Oh, that is what yon think, is it?"
"What would you do with us?"
•'Yes."
•
"Oh, we could · send you to the patriot armv and turn
"A. while ago vou seemed to think it all right to force the
t th "" A
·
·
•
•
•
.
.
·
•
•
you over o
1.:
mencan comman der. ,,
young ladies to dance wi th you agarnst then will,1 and 1 "B h th
. no pa t no
· t army m
· tius
·
· pai·t 0 1.c tl1 c
a _1.
ere is
eYen to kis's them; now, with the hoe on the other foot,
t
.,
1, coun ry. ·
so to speak, when yo-n are i.he ones who have to do as you
h
•
"Perhaps not."
are told to do, you do not ~eern to enjoy it nearly so well." .
"I know there i not."
"Give us back our weapons," said the captain.
"Oh, well, it doesn"t matter; you are at liberty to take/
Dick Bhook his heac1.
your departure, but you will have to leave your weapons
n I could not think of doing that," he said.
behind."
"Why net?"
' "1 haYe proposition to make to you," sa:id the captain,,,
"Because I am afraid you would immediate ly attempt
l
abruptly.
to use them and that would be bad."
"What is it?"
"GiYe us back our weapons and we will at once take
"That you fight a duel with me!" .
our leal'e and will not bother you any more."

I

a

Dick smiled.
"You won't bot]ier us any more, anyway," he said.
The captain frown ed. nnd it was evident that it was
only with great difficulty that he, managed to keep back
an exclamatio n that might haYe damaged himse1£ and
comrades.

·o
CHAPTE R III.
0
1

i

DICK TE.I.CHE

C.APTAL

SHARPLEY A J,E SON.

"Surely you clo 'not il1tend to keep our wea.pons ?" he 1 Dick-and , in fact, everybody in
the room-star ed at
said.
1 tlie of6. cer in
· amazement .
1
"Why not?"
"Fight a rlncl with you?" said Dick.
"Why, you hare no right to do anything of the kind."
"Yes."
"But you forget that these are war times," said Dick.
to
"\Vhy should I do that?"
"What .difference does that make?"
"I'll tell you: I will fight you with sword or p.istol , and:fi
"A good deal."
if you defeat me you ma~- keep our weapons; but if I
"I don't see why it should."
I defeat you we are to be allowed to have our weapons again. 11i 1
' ' You see, and understand very well; but you are not I Dick laughed.
i
willing to acknowledge it, tlrnt is all."
"There would be no sense in my doing that." he said.
1

I
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warrior t}rnt you will not hesiiate to meet me on that
nes " \rhy not?''
'·Because we already lun-e the weapons and can keep account."
"You are right," wa::: the prompt reply; '·I would not
,bt cm as well without my fighting you as if I were to do so.''

at "I know; but you would feel better about it, would you hesitate an iu tant on that account. But I clo not ;;ec
t, if you had really \\'on the weapons by defeating me?" that I am called upon to meet you. We haYe pos~cssion of
''Ire haYe already won them by defeatin.g you," was .your weapons and can keep them. and that Rcttlc;; it. You
are at liber(\' to go, RO hacl better mnke n~e of your opb- ick's reply.
portunity aml go before we chan;rc our mind~ nhout lll'r"I kno'"' but that doesn't count."
mitting you to do so.,.,
•
to ''I think it does."
'l',he captain's face gre"· dark.
The captain frowned.
'·But yon struck me !., he bi~~cd. "You knocked me
"Oh, come,,'' he said, persuasiYely, "be fair and giYe us
clown, and I am not the man to forgirn or forget a thing
chance.''
of that kincl. You haYe got to settle "·ith me sooner or
"You had your chance and lost."
"'Ye didn t liaYc any chance. You took us by surprise later, and you might as well do it now as later. There is
a good moon ou t, so come out of doors, if you a're not au
d d were clonb.le our number."
coward, and I will i~ach you a few things in S\rord
arrant
and
"We bad to counteract your weapon- in some way,
that you do not at present know."
practice
j
~e e could only do it by force of numbers."
! "Ancl if I decline?"
" ay that you will fight me," said the officer, insistently. _
"Then I shall brand you as a coward-a blow and a
"I cloh ·t wi h to fight you."
eoward, just as you accu ed me a while ago!"
n
""'by not
"But that would not be true."
"For the reason that I do not wish to kill you."
''It wouldn't?''
~c
This was $poken in such a calm, matter-of-fact manner

Z"

"No."

I
"Oh, you don't wish to kill me, eh?" sneered the officer, I

hat the captain ancl his men stared.

"And you arc not a coward?"
"I nm not.,, .

. presently.
"Then ]HOY!.' it by meeting me."
ce·
"That is it, ex~ctly. "
IS
Dick frowned.
'·
"Humph! How very kind of you!"
"I tell you, sir, that while I do not like you or an:' one
"I know you mean to be sarca"tic," said Dick; 'but it 1rho wears a coat the color of the one YOU haYe on, I haYe
ot·~ not matter. It does not alter the facts in the ca:::c not enough a<Tainst you to make rne desirous of taking your
iiat the only reason I have for not wishing to fight· you lite," said Dick, sternly; "and for fear that I might have
~ bernuse I !lo not '"ish io kill you.''
io do so, if we should cross swords, I prefer to avoid the
"Well, you need 1not be afraid," was the reply, with clanger and refuse to meet you."
Tat her a boastful nir; "you·-or, indeed, two like you, I "Then it is not because you may haw to kill me that
<

/

you refu e," cried the officer, "lint it is bPcan~e you are

eould not kill me."

"You seem to haYe considerable confide11ce in ~'our afraid yon may be killed yourself!"
"You are mistaken."
rOWCBS."
"I know I ani not. You are a coward!''
"I havr great t·onfidence in it."
I
"That will do," said Dick, coldly: ":'ou are fooli h to
"Perhaps too much."
j h'1· to anger me into agreeing to meet you ."
w~o: my conficlence is born of experience."
'"You ~aid <1 while ago that 1 was a co"·arcl," said the
"Indeed?"
1
captain, hotl~·; ''no"· I tell you to your .teeth that you lie!"
,
"Yes : I have killed five .in duels."

i

to

"'l'hcn if that is true I do not think you ue intending I
gi~e me a fair chance when you try to inYeigle me into

I

[

"I ::;ee

~'On

arc bound to ,ha Ye it,'' he said, in a calm,

I cwn

II: fightmg you."

·r

~\ cold. dangerous smile came oYer Dick:s face.
mice.
"I am bound to hm-e satisfaction for your striking me!"

The captain bit his lips in vexation. He had been led
into "giYing himself awa~'," as it were, "·he11 he had not I H1c capi·ain hi~sed.
I "You 'rnuld probably get n good cleal more satisfaction
intended to do so.
'
"Oh. \rell. '' he c;aid, "perhaps you arc such a wonderful I1han you are•looking for."

.
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''That is bravado, spoken, with the purpose of trying tempt to bother these people in nny 1ray. :-:hape or fo >pc
lid
to discourage me, but it won't work," said Captain Sharp- ls that sati ·factory?"
ired
"Yes, I agree to that alS'O."
ley.
"Very well; then there is no need of delaying longi" y
''Then you will not be satisfieJ unless we fight?"
Are you ready?"
"I will not."
in,
"Y
"Ready!"
"Very well, then; come out of doors. We will soon
settle the matter. I am not averse to taking some of II "Very well; engage!"
1ID
1
the conceit out of you, for I see you think you are a won-1 The next instant the blades struck together with ·
resounding clash,.. causing sparkti to fly from the fine "~
derful swordsman."
The officer seemed surprised. He stared at the young tempered steel, and screams of fear to come from the li
1
"
I uf the girls.
man in amazement. ·
'· l
"Oh, I'm afraid he·ll be killed!" said one girl in ti
"I am one of the best s1rordsmen in the British army,"
u,
car of another. She was referring to Dick, of course.
he said.
"I
"I am glad to hear it. I will teach you a few things
"I hope not!'' was the reply.
" -'which you do not know, and it will not be said that I took
"And so....do I !"
advantage of a t;yro."
It is unnecessary to say that the combat was watch/'

I

"\

"No, you need not be afraid that it will be said that you eagerly by all. The young men were anxious regardinm
the safety of Dick Slater, and the five redcoats were mon "
took advantage of a tyro--eh, boys?" with a grin.
more by curiosity to see how good a swordsman thel "
His five men shook their head!<.
"Xo, he need not be afraid of that."
comrade had encountered than aught else; they did nc
f
for a moment think that he had met his equal.
"He'll find that you are not a novice."
They were destined to be surprised, however, as wi/3
"Indeed he will, captain!"
the captain himself. When the otllccr tried to press maf
"It will be you who will teach hirn .some tricks!"
i.ers, with the intention of putting an end to th!! a:ffai
"I hope you will run him througn."
quickly, he found that his opponent had an impregnabl1
Such were the remarks of the redcoats.
·Dick smiled, and taking two swords out of the scabbards, defense. The Briton had ne,er seen anything like it. Hi'
nodded toward the officer and said: "Come, we will settle I b~st thrusts were parried with ease; hi~ pet feints weri'
laughed at. The young man was proving himself to be i'
this matter at once."
\•onderful swordsman, and the redcoats di<l. know whal ,
behind
and
following,
redcoats
the
Dick led the way,

I

)]
them came the .)'Oung men, while still back of them came to think.
The moon was shining brightly, and it was almost at
i.he girls, many of whom coulr1 not resist the temptation
. good for an encounter of this kind as if it had been day·
LO witness the combat.
"We will go out into the road," said Dick; and this time. The contestant could see to c1o their best work.
and the snrctators could ~ee every movement.
was done.
'
Clash ! clash ! clash ! went the swords, and the Britisl1
As soon as they were there Dick handed ' the captain
officer exerted himself to get in a thrust that would dis
011e of the swords.
"Xow, sir," he said, "I wish this thing understood before able•his expert antagonistc. Hf' realiz~d already that h
was goiilg to ha n~ to do his best if he were to win. Hi
we begin."
comrades realized it also anrl a sober look was on thei
"So do I," was the reply.
"It is understood that if you conquer me your men are faces . What if the captain should be defeated, after all?
to be given their ~veapons and allowed to go their way. ihey asked themselves.
As the officer .found himsel; met and foiled at every
ls that satisfactory?"
point, his anger grew and he began a :fierce attack, think
"Yes."
"Very good; now for our 'iside of it. If I conquer you iug ·to beat his opponent's guard clown by sheer strength
I wish it understood, first, that you are to go your way, but here again he met with failure, for Dick was stronger
than the captain, and speedily proved to him that he
weaponless."
could not make a success of such tactics.
"That is all right," saic1 the captain, with a smile.
The young men and the girls, as they saw that Dick wa
"Further," continued Dick, "you are to give your word
of honor that you will not return to this place or at- at least holding his own, began to gain confidence, and th

.
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~pe that their champion might win grew almost to the ! defend mg.
~lief

that he would do
1ired them with faith in
: "You are a good hand
in, vic.ionsly; "but I'll

lt is only· fair, you know, as one man should
so. Somehow his ·coolness rn- not be forced to do all the work."
him.
A muttered curse escaped the captain's lips, and the
with the sword," said the cap- redcoats nudged one another and exchanged significant
get you yet!"
looks.

"You think so?" Dick's tone and air w:ere cool and
~lm.

"I guess it's all up with the captain," murmured one
to his next neighbor.

"It looks that way," was the reply.
"I am not tired," said the captain, in reply to Dick's
"lam sure of it."
words; "I am as fresh as ever."
"I don·t think-if you will pardon me for contradicting
"I hate to dispute your word, sir," said Dick, with
u-that you think any such thing."
•
elaborate politeness, "bu~ your attack lacks strength and
"But I do, though!"
vim, and so I know from that that you are tired. Bermit
"No; you are merely talking to keep your own courage me !" and then he suddenly began- such a fierce attack
, and in the hope, incidentally, that y~u may have toot the officer was forced back in spite of all he could do.

, "Yes; 3ou cannot long withstand me."
"You think not?"
J

l

e effect on me."
i; "Bahl"
,. "Saying 'bah' won't help your case, captain."
There was a laugh from the young men, and indeed from
ew of the girls-the stronger-nerved ones-lit this, and
a sound of their laughter enraged the captain terribly.
muttered a curse, but lie was.already doing all he knew
sword, so could not increase the fierceness

I
I

"Just to show you that you are not such a .great swordsman as you think, I shall touch you two or three times,
captain," said Dick; "there," as the point of the sword
pricked the captain's chest, "I could have run you through
then had I so desired."
"I don't believe it!" cried the officer, almost wild with
rage and discomfiture. "That was only an accident."
"Here goes for another accident," said Dick, coolly; "I
will 'accidentally' touch you on the cheek this time and

i "I will run you thrbugh in less than a minute!" he draw blood."

The youth did so, and another cry of rage and pain
a"You had better give yourself more time than that." escaped the captain's lips.

d Dick, quietly; "I am sure you cannot make your
"You see, it is very simple and easy," said Dick; "you
rds good. Now if you had said a month you would are entirely at my mer~y, so you might as well surrender."
t ve a better chance-though I don't believe you could
"Never! .r will not do it! I am not at your mercy.
r it in that time."
You lire just boasting. You touched me by accident .!"

1

;:: Again the young men and some of the girls laughed, and 1 "I assure you that you are mistaken," said Dick; "and
rain the officer m.uttered a cutse. He realized that when I to prove it to you I will touch you again."

11 came to coolness and confidence, the young stranger was
' s superior, and he was beginning to be porsessed of the
r that the ~·oung fellow was his superior with the sword
[ o. His comrades began to fear the same thing, and one
ispered to another:

He did so, and then went on: "You ~ee, there is nothing of accident about it. I can touch you when and where
I please; and could, if I so desired, run you through instead of simply drawing blood. You would do. well to
snrr.ender, captain."

? "I'm afraid the captain bas struck a snag, this time!"
"I guess you are right," was the reply.
Y The officer's efforts were beginning to tell on him. ~e
:- s becoming tired. Dick noticed that the attack was
1,. owing less fierce, and realized at once that his opponent
r- d practirally exhausted himself. He decided to begin
e- shing matters, now, on his account, and put an end to
e affair.

But the captain was stubborn. "I will never surrender!"
he said. "I do not believe you are a better sworiisman than:
I. I will not acknowledge myself beaten until I am
l1catrn."

"You are beaten now."
"I am not."
"You are; every person who is looking on knows it."
. "It isn't true!" the captain's voice trembled, so great
's "Well, captain," he said. quietly, "as you are tired, I was his anger and discomfiture.
.e- ll now relieve you of the offense and let you do the
"Your ow11 men will te11 you so; and if they have any
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riding beside the c
was
who
man
the
from
I,"
"Kor
well to speak up and/
regard for your safety they "'ill do
tain.
tell yon i.e. giYe up and ackno"·ledge yourself beaten."
1
"I would never liaYc expected to :find my equal "
"If o~e of them utters a word I 'll shoot him, as sure
as my name is Sharpley!" the officer c~ed. And so great the sword in this bla ted country,'' the captain growled
"You are right; and that makes me think that
\\·as the po\rer of di cipline that the men did not dare
utter a word.
young fellow is more than he seems."
"Ahl you don't think he is an ordinary traveler, ,e
'·Yery well, then; since you won't let them speak and
do not. X o ordinary man would be able to u,
"l
tell you you are at my mercy, and since you refu~e to/
nd:no\vlcdge it and smrender, I shall have t-0 take the j ::;word like he did."
1
matter info my own hands."
"By Joye! I believe yon are right."
'
"¥ ou cannot harm me," said the captain; but there was
"I am sure that I am ."
~omething in the tone that told that the speaker did not
"What do you think about the fellow, l.Iortimer ?"
bt·lieYe what he said.
"I think he is a soldier."
"I will show you something,'' said Dick, and then he
"A rebel soldier, eh?" I
efforts
former
His
opponent.
his
on
attack
furious
bl'gan a
"Yes; and an officer." \
"·ere very mild alongside these, and the result was soon
"The probabilities are that you are right,., agreed <
condiexhausted
almost
his
in
captain,
The
apparent.
captain; "if he is a soldier he is an officer, as a comn
tion, could not withstu.nd the youth, and almost before soldier would not understand the use of the :;word as t
. a
any one knew wliat was ·happenin~ there was a sharp fellow understands it."
dang, and the officer's sword was knocked out of his hand
"No; our own dragoons know but little of real S\\"
and fell to the ground, ten f~et away. Dick had disarmed play, you know."
hi::; opponent.
"You are right; all they know how to do is to cut do/
"X ow, captain, I guess you will acknowledge defeat," ward from the back of a horse."
said Dick, quietly; "I ~ould have killed you, but did not
"That is it,· exactly."
,,
t .b t t
wish to do so. l: on am1 yom· men are a 1i er v o go. ,
"But who can the fellow be? If he is
I
·
.
The officer said not a word, but made a gesture and
A I and an officer, who i;;; he?"
.
f
. d h"
' ·alkecl to where the horses were he , is m~p o11 owmg.
"That is the question.
few moments later they were in the saddle and riding awa}
"And a diflicnlt one to answer."
at a g.iJlop.
"You are right."
"Well, it's all 01·er," said Dick, calmly; "now you may
"And where is he from?"
go back into the house and enjoy yourselves without being
"That is another difficult question."
1
lJolhered by the redcoats."
i "So it is; but l am going to find out tho~e
T

I

I)fortimer."

CHAPTER IV.

:
i

"How arc :you going to do it?"
"I'll tell you: "'e will go straight back to camp."
aye~."

THE CAP'J'AJ:N" REPORTS.

"~will

If e\·er there was an angry and disgusted man it was

go to :Jiajor Ferguson and report."

"Yes."
Captain Sharpley. He rode along in silence for a few
"Ile \Yill br angry."
minutes, and then burst out with a torrent of curses, after
"You-may be sure he will be. He will get his I risl1
·
·d
.l h
''"1uc 1 e sa1 :
in a jiffy."
"Did you ever hear of such luck ~n all your life, boys?
"Yes; he will be eager tQ know something more
Who would haYe thought that I would be defeated in a
this stranger."
~1rorcl combat by that young scoundrel?"
1
"He certainly will, for he has almost as much curio
"~ obody would ha Ye tl1onght it, captain," one replied;
in most tlrings as a woman."
•·it is the most a tonishing thing I ever heard of."
"So he has; well, I will work on his cmiosity and
"I ci'n hardly believe it even now!" from another.
"Weil, it's real enough!" growled the captain. "He de- him to let me take a score of men and return to the h
featrcl me, all right enough. But I don't understand it." 1 where the dance is being held." _ ·
1'
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" Thai is a good sche~e."
.. I think ~o."
··
''.ind your plan is to--"
.. ~In ke a pritioner of that young scoundrel !"
•·I see. And then you will--"
"Take him back to camp with us."
"Ex~ctly."
.
.
.
"Ana there we will put lum through a course of sprouts.
"That's the way to talk!"
·
"We will make h~m tell us who he is."
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. by the major;
I once."

"te1t "fajor Ferguson I '" wish to see him at
·
'.
''Come in, captain!" called out a Yoice from within the
teJlt. It was the voicy of the major, who had heard the
captain·s words.
The captain entered and found the major reading by the
i light of a can~le. _J~e laid the book down and looked at
ihc newcomer, mquumgly.
1
"'Yhat is it, captain?" he asked, in a rich brogue.
I
I "I hare come to report to you, major."
HYes."
"Ah, yes.' '
.. And where he came from and what he is doing down
":Jiyself and five companions were out on a scouting
1erc in this part of the country."
expedition, you know."
"Yes, yes; I know."
"Ile may pro,·e to be stubborn."
"We have just ·got back."
"\\'e can take it out of him."
"Did you learn anything?"
"\\ell, I'm in for doing as you say, for I confess I have
"Yes,
I did," replied the captain, drily, and he emph·a~ great curio.sity regarding the follow."
1 d
I
I
k
h
·
&ized
the
"I" in such a manner as to attract the maJ·or's
'' h.n so 1iave .
now e i no common man, young
attention.
s he is."

'I

"You learned something, eh?" he remarked, emphasiz"That is a self-evident fact."
"You are right; no common man could have defeated i nir~ the "1·011."
J
"I did."
11e in a duel with swords."
"What diil you learn?"
"'S'C\'er !"
"That there are better swordsmen in this country than
The redcoats ;ode onward at a gallop for perhaps half an
rn yself."
iour, ancl had gone a dLtance of three miles or more, when
The major stared.
hey were bailed :
"Better swordsmen in this country than you?" he ex··Hult ! \\'ho comes there?"

{']a~med.
'FrienE! !'' called out the captain.
The captain nodded.
"Adrnnce, friends, and give the countersign."
j
"Ye,:,"
he said.
The sir redcoats rode forward till close to the sentinel, I
"You mean that you cncounte1•ed a man-an American,
nd then the officer said : "Death to rebels!"
a rebel, "~ho was your superior with the sword?"
"All right; pass on," said the sentinel. "Oh, it's ;you,
'·That is just what I mean."
·s it, ,'harplcy?" he added.
The major wa, Yery much excited.
"Yes, it's me," was the ca1itain's reply, and he and his
"Tell me about it," he said; "tell me all about it at
omrades rode on to where the hor es, were tied, and disonce !"
nountcd. They tied their horses and then entered the
The captain did o, being interrupted occasionally by ex·amp proper. The five men threw themselves down near a
clamations from the major, who could hardly contain
·amp-fire and called for some food, while the captain
himself sufficiently to sit still and listen.
trode omrard to the tent occupied by the commander of
· "Well, if that doesn't beat anything I ever heard of~:
his force.
he cried, when the story was :finished. "To think that you,
The force in question consisted of two hundred dragoons six British soldiers, should allow yourselves to be set upon
~ncl one thousand Tories, ;ho had been drilled into a by a gang of boys and relieved of your weapons and sent
i~ht infantry corps. The force was under the command
away witho11t them! It is outrageous!"
~f l\fajor Patrick Fe-rguson, who was a good officer and a
"We don't feel very good over the affair, ourselves,
00r1 fighter, but a little bit enthusiastic and hot-headed, ::\Iajor Ferguson," said the captain, drily.
a~ might have been expected, he being an Irishman.
"Well, I should think that you \\Ould not! And then
"It'~ me, Captain Sharpley,'' i;aid the officer to the .to think that you were beaten in a S\\'Ord combat by that
1n1erly. who met him at the entrance to the tent occupied :voung stranger !"
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"He is a rebel of note, young as he is," said the captain,. l'llcamped, and the five who
had been with him asked hiE
with conviction ; "I would be willing to wager that if we eagerly what success he
had had with the major.
l <i
knew his name wc would recognize it as being one that is
"Are we to go back and try to capture that fellow ?I'
well known, perhaps famous as that of a rebel officer."
asked one, and the captain nodded assent.
'l.S
I
"Perhaps so; he is undoubte dly not an ordinary man,
"Yes, we are to go," he said; "I am going to take twent?.
judging by what you have told me of him."
of you boys with me. I will name the ones I wish to go,
"You are right ; he is not an ordinary man, but an ex- and be proceeded to do so.
t
traordina ry one."
"Now," he said, when he bad finished, "you boys ge'l
"Jove! l wish I knew who he is!"
ready as quickly as possible, and we will be off."
"Why not find out, major?"
Bifteen minutes later the little party of twenty-one mci>
"How will it be accomplished?"
rode out of the encampm ent and up the road· in the dire0
"By capturing him."
tion of the house where the dance was being held.
- 'l'he major knitted his brows.
" Do you think it can be accompli shed?" he asked.
"I think so."
''Do yon think you could do it?"
CHAPTE R V .
"Give me twenty men and I will make the attempt."
"You may have the men and are at liberty to make the
DTCK' S DOZEN.
attempt, but I don' t think you will succeed."
" Y cu don't ?"
If the redcoats thought to take the young stranger by'
".No."
surprise, they were doomed to be disappoin ted, however. '
"Why not?"
The instant the six bad disappear ed from sight, after th~ "
" For the reason that I think that young fellow is far duel, Dick had untied his
horS€ and leaped into the addle.
too shrewd to permit himself to be ~ptured. "
"I am going to follow those fellows," he said; "I will
" You think he will be on bis guard?"
be back presently ."
" [ do. I do not believe that you will find him when you
"Why do you wish to follow them?" asked one of the
go back to the house \l;here the dance is being held."
youths.
"You don't?"
"No."
"You think he will have disappear ed, eh?"
"Well, I don't believe that you will find him."
"Anyway , we will make the trial."
"Oh, yes, you can do that. lt will do no harm."
"No; '" ell, I will select my men and be off at once."
"Yes, the quicker you go the better will be your chances
of making a success-b ut I think they are very slim at ·
the best."
"You seem to have gotten a very good opinion of the
young stranger. "
"I have; I can readily see that he is a shrewd young·
man.~

"All the more reason we should make every attempt to
capture him."
"That is true; and I hope you will succeed."
"We will do our best to succeed."
"D.o so, and come and report as soon as you get back."
"I will do so, major."
Then the captain saluted and took his departure .
He went at on ce to the place where his company was

"For the reason that I think they will be back before
very long, with weapons in their hands and with consider-1
able of an addition to their numbers. "
l
"Oh, that's it, eh?"
"Yes."
"Then perhaps we had better stop dancing and go to our'
homes."
"That will be best and safest," said Dick; "and I will i
tell you what you may do after that."
"What?"
"Arm yourselves and come back here."
"Ah, I understan d. You want that we shall be ready to
give the redcoats some rough handling , if they try to cuti
up."
"Yes; they may get saucy and even threaten td harm i
these people here or burn the house."
\
"All right _; "·e'll take the girls home and then arm ourselves and hurry back."
\
"Do so."
Then Dick galloped away on the track of the redcoats. 11
By riding rapidly he was enabled to get close enough to
hear the clatter of the horses' hoofs on the ground. He
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"Then the captain has gone to ask l\Iajor Ferguson for
not dare get clo e enough to see the redcoats as they
d then have seen him. It was not a difficult matter, permission to go and make the attempt to capture the
ever, to keep on the track of the men by 'listening stranger?"
"Yes."
'
sionally.
"Jove! I hope the major will let him do it."
when
voice
sentinel's
the
bear
to
ick was close enough
"So do I."
hallengecl the six reckoat-<. and the youth knew what
think be will do so."
"I
meant.
"I guess he will."
The British encampment is just beyond," be said to
1
! "Well, it won't do him much good," thought Dick; "I
self; "I shall have to be very careful."
ick dismounted and tied his horse to a tree; then he I will see to it that their expedition does not prove success.
forward and succeeded in getting past tbe sentinel I ful."
Then Dick got to wondering what the Brit\sh force· was
close up to the encampment.
e crawled up close to the point where Captain Sharp- doing' up in this part of North Carolina. He ha<l heard
men were encarnped and heard the five telling their of Major Ferguson, and knew he was a brave, though somerades the story of how they had been deprived of their what rash and bot-headed officer.
Dick took a careful survey of the encampment and sized
pons and how a young stranger had defeated the capit up.
in a sword duel.
"There m~st be upward of one thou -and men here,"
surprised.
greatly
were
hearers
he
You don't really mean to tell us that a youn¥ stranger he said to himself. "That is quite a respectable little army,
atecl the captain in a sword duel !" cried one, in won- and I can't understand why such a large force should be
here."
ng tones.
Presently. Captain Sharpley came back from the tent of
That is just what we do mean to say, for it is the
Major Ferguson, and Dick heard him tell his men that
h,'' was the reply.
he had secured permission to return and make the attempt
Well, that· beats anything I ever heard of!"
I to capture the young stranger. Dick waited only long
I \rould not have believed such a thing possible!"
Xo, for the captain is one of the best swordsmen in the enough to learn that the captain would have twenty men,
and then he stole away, and, reaching his horse, mounted
y."
That's right; and he has beaten a number of men in and Tode away in the direction of the house where the
dance had been held.
s."
He was there in leFs than half an hour, for he rode at a
I know all that," was the reply; "but he is not to be
pace and he was delighted to ·find the youth~ there
good
I
the
is
He
question.
in
stranger
young
pared to the
st wordsrnan I ever saw. He had the captain at his waiting · for him. There were twelve of them and they
cy."
were armed with rifles and pistols.
"Did you follow them clear to their encampment?" a~ked
W' ell, well! The young £ellow must be some great
one of the youths, eagerly. He was the one with whom
ier traveling through the country incognito."
That is the conclusion we have come to," was the reply; Dick had held the conversation in the house when the
dancing was going on and whose name Dick had learned
at he is some great rebel offlc~r."
Yes; and we are going to go back and capture him." was Eugene Banks.
"Yes, I followed them to their camp," replied Dick.
1 one of the others.
"And what did you find out?"
Oh, you are, are you?" thought Dick. "I'm much
"That they are going to try to capture me."
gecl to you for telling me--though, for that matter, I
"Ahl they are going to try to. capture you, are they?"
ght you would be up to something of the kind."
"Yes; and a party of the redcoats is on its way here
'Yho do you think he is?" asked one of the soldiers who
now."
not been of the party of six.
"Is that so?"
We can't Pven guess," was the reply; "but we think that
e can capture him and bring him here we will be able
"Great guns!"
"A party 0£ redcoats coming here?"
rnke him reveal his identity."
"How big a party is it, Dick?"
Oh, yon do, do you?" thought Dick. "Well, I will try
"Thrre are twenty-one in the party."
see to it thnt you don't bring me here."
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as t~1e redcoats come down the rotlll, antl 1Yhcn I gire ·
"Twenty-one? And we are only thirteen!''
1rnrd, fire."
"True; but we will be more than a match for them."
to
two
almost
us
outnumber
They
be?
we
'' ' ' e will do so."·
"How can
"Aml when you ha re fired the rnlley with the rifles,
one."
"Yes, but that doesn't amount to much when you take them and draw your pistols and fire a Yolley with _th
"Yery well."
into consideration the fact that we will be enabled to take
Dick <lfrangccl the yo nth~ in such fashion that they w
.
them by surprise."
not interfere with each other in taking aim. and then
"So that's the way you intend to work it, eh?"
11·aited for the enemy to put in an appearance. Dick ho
they would not haw to wait long; and he did not think
"That's a good schenie."
sure the redcoats \\"Ould be along i:iOO
ll"OUld, flS he
"I think so; but now~ are you boys willing to do just a1>
He was right; they had not been in their position
1 tell you?"
than two or three minutes when the sound of hoofbeats
"\re are!" The an:;wer was prompt and was in a chorus
heard.
of voices.
.. They <HC coming!" said Dick. "X 01r remember
"ln every way~"
I tolJ you. Don"t be ncl'\'oui>, for tf1ere is not .a bit of
•·Yes."
"y cry good; then we must get ready to act~ Come with I of it. ·w e will be able to put thtm to rout, and wit
one of us being injured, I am confident."
uie."
' "~'1.11 right; we·n keep cool,'' replied Eugene.
Dick led the way along the road a distance of a hundred
Clatter~ clatter! sounded the hoo!s of the horses,
yards an<l. then he turned aside and entered the timber.
then the party rode around a bend in the road a bun
He did not penetrate any distance, however, but paused just
rnrd.:; di$tant and came into view.
'
within the edge of the timber.
""'a it till the leading conple is cYen with us," said
"This is a splendid place for an ambush," be said.
i11 a cautious Yoiec. "and then I will giYe the signal for
'' lt is just the place for it," agreed Eugene Banks.
to fire."
·'·Are you boys pretty good shots?" asked Dick.
Thp youths nor19-ed assent, ancl leYeling foeir rifles,
ic Yes, m:.etty good."
their elbow resting on their left knees, 1rnited for
"I suppose you can bring down a squirrel or a wild retlcoa ts to come opposite them.
turkey out of the top of a high tree?"
Prci'entl~· the enemy was almo~t at the point an
"Yes."
youths took careful aim. The redcoats were quiet, a
captain knew th"y were almo"t to the house where the d
large
as
hit
to
you
for
trouble
no
''Well, then, it will be

was

,, mark as a man."

Imel been held . and r1irl not "·i.;;h to raise an alarm &nd
ihe ~·outh tb.ey intended tn captnrc a chance to e'
\ Yhen they came opposite where, tltc youths 1rere in 111
an exclamation of disappointment escaped the captain.
will not permit
'The house is not lighted up! "' he cried. "What d

"Not if we don't get excited an cl nervous."
"That is something yon must not permit to happen."
"We will try not to do so."
"lOU must make Up yqur minds that
(
it to happen."

}'OU

"We'll do our best, ch, boys?"

~

ll)ean ?''

He was sor.n to learn, for at this moment on th
I rc.se the sharp command :

"Yes, yes!"
"It is a. very simple matter when you come to look at it ! "Fire!"
Then a volley rang out and nine of the redcoats tu
rightly," said Dick; "a man is just as easy to bring down
a~ a squirrel or turkey. Remember that and take careful out of their saddles.
aim; and when you fire you will be surprised by the result.
One rnlley should easil~· bring down half the entire force
J
of the enemy, and then 1rn will outnumber them."
CHAPTER VI.

"I see," said Eugene; "and we will still have the ady:mtage of the shelter afforded by the trees and under.
hruRh, while they will be out in the open ,road."
"Yrrn <ll'e ri~ht. So rememlwr to take aim careful]~·

I

SHELBY AN"D

rns

:M:EN.

"Ha-! what does that mean?"
A party consi ting of perhaps two hundred men
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JJwking its 1rn: along a roacl in the weslern part of North
"It is right here," said

a Yoice, and the two whirled to
l'<!rolina, not far from the Catawba Rirnr. The leader of see _a young man $tep
forth from among the trees at the
d this party was a tall, ra1r-boned wan, y;ith a stern face, anCl roadside.
ei it was he \rho had uttered the exclamation. This man
"Hal who are you?" exclaimed Shelby, eyeing the
1rn~ Isaac Shelby, one of the most noted patriot partisan young man
searching ly f/3 he approach ed. There was such
·o lcauers in the South.
a brilliant moon that it was possible to see almost as well
n 11 ''It was the sound of firing, sir," said a man who \ralked 11 a.3 in the daytime.
o IJp,.:ide the ia~l leader. This mall was John Sevier, almost ' "Come up the road
a little ways with me and I will tell
~ as prominen t as Shelby, but at present occupying the po~i-1 you," the youth replied.
1
;

ti on of second in comrnand .
.
'·So it was; I wonder what it means?"
• ~ ' ·'Hard telling."
.. You arc right-ah , there is another Yollcy, and .from
~~ pi~tols this time !"
~'
"Ye~, and the other \las from rifles."
"You are right; there is no wistaking the sound made
by the old North Carolina deer rifle."
·•You speak truly; but there were at least a dozen of the
weapons fired off at onc-e, and so much shooting would nol
be clone in th ordinary cour~e of hunting. "
'' X o; there's a fight of some kind on the tap is."
"Yes, it would seem so."
'·How far a~my do you think the people are?"

l1

1

"I should say three-qua rters of
"l should sar so; let u,; hasten.
.

u

mile."
P erhaps some o.f our .
I

:

"\'i'hy not tell me now and here?" in a slightly suspicious tone.
Dick motioned toward the wounded redcoats. "I don ·t
wish them to know who I am." be said, in a low voice.
The partisan command er nodded and strode up the road,
Dick keeping alongside him. When they were out of
earshot of the 1ro1mded redcoats they stopped.
"~ow,"

said Shelby.
"You asked me who I was, back yonder," said Dick,
'' und I did not reply because I did not wish the wounded
redcoats to hear my name ancl carry the informat ion to
their command er."
'·So I understan d," was the reply. "And now, who are
you?"

''I am Dick Slater."
'"What! Not- the captain o.f the 'Liberty Boys'?"
p
.was
"if it i,; a fight of any kind it is
'·Yes, sir."
the other fellows who are in trouble, for we haYe not heard, "But I thought Dick
Slater and the 'Liberty Boys' " ·ere
any reply to the volleys."
'
a thousand miles from here, away up North."
"Perhaps the pistol rnlley was in reply to the rifle
''And that is what I wish the redcoat to think, sir;
Y01Jey."
that is the reason I did not wish to speak my name in
their hearing. I think that T shall be able to do more if
"True, that is possiblc. 11
it
is not known that I am in this part of the country."
"Then let us hasten."
"I am willing."
"G"ndoubtedly you are right."
Shelby turned to the men and called out: "Forward .
"I am sure of it."
on the double-quirk, men! You heard the firing, and it
''But your 'Liberty Boy;;'-w here are they?"
may be that friend~ of ours, or of the cause for which we
"They arc clown here."
are fighting, are in need of assistanc e."
"~\.re they right here with you?"
The party made its \ray along on the double-quick, and
"X o."
ten minute" later arriYed at the scene of the :firing. They
"Then who Bheit the redcoats? "
knc\I· when they were at the scene, for on the ground were
"A dozen ·young men of the neighbor hood-you ng paslretched the forms of eight or nine dead British dragoons, lriots."
\l·hile four or fiye more were groaning from wounds.
"Ah, I understan d. But what was the trouble? How
•·Halt!'' cried Isaac Shelby. "There ha been trouble came you to get into a difficulty
with the redcoats? "
hrre, sure enough, ~cYil'r,'' he Eaicl as his force came to a
Dick qnic:kly explained matters.
~top; "and jm1ging hy appearance~ the redcoats ha Ye got
"Oh, that is the way of it, eh?"
t iw worst of the enc:ounter."
"Yes."
.. Tt would certainly ~cem so," replied CYier; "but (
"Bnt where are the 'Liberty Boys,' if not here with
wornlcr what hn~ hc<·nnw of t:1e party th11t <lir1 thio \rnrk?" you?"
eo le

"~o.:

re in t10uble "

th~ repl~·;
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•·They are about ten miles back. I left them encamped dred, witb our three hurnlred, \rill make a force that \n
<llld rode forward on a sort of scouting expedition.'.'
be wholly capable of coping with this force o.f redcoat.
"I see. But how large a force of British is the one to
"Yes," said Dick; "but the trouble will be to get t
which those fellows back there belong?"
redcoats to go there."
"Ah, now you are getting to the point!" said Dick. "I
"I think we can easily fix that."
was at their camp an hour ago and sized it up. I should
"How?"
say that there are more than one thousand men."
"By using my little force as bait to draw them on."
"l\Iore t ban a thousand ?"
"Ah, I see."
"Yes."
"This :Major Ferguson, if all I hear of him is true, w·
"Jove! that's quite a little army!"
be just the fellow to give chase to us, don't you think so'.
"So it is."
"Yes, I do ; and he will be angry on account of the w
"Who is in command of it, do you know?"
we handled those men of his, and will be eager to g
'' l\Iajor Patrick Ferguson.:'
·revenge."
"I ham heard of him."
"That is what I think."
"Yes, so have !."
1
"I'll tell you what we will do," said Dick; "I will sa
''Now, what do you 'Suppose he is doing away up here in the hearing of the wounded redcoats, that I am going
with such a large force?"
·
J go with your. force and you can say something about goin
"I don't know of a certainty, of course, but I think I: to the we8tward, toward Gilbert Town; then it will be ca
can give a good guess regarding the business which brings: ried to ::\Iajor Ferguson, and he will be after us, hot foot.
him here."
"That is a good plan, for he "ill be more likely
"What is it?"
want to follow us if he knows you, who are responsible f
"Ile is hunting up Torie and getting them to join hi~ the death and \rounding of his. men, are with us."
force; at least that is the idea I have regarding the
"You arc right; well, if you are ready we will return
matter."
where they are awai~ing us."
"Quite likdr you are right."
''Perhaps it will be best for the young men who di
"I am sure ofit." '
this work to not show them.selves..'' suggested Isaac She
Shelby was silent for a few moments and seemed to oe by; "you see, in that way the redcoats will think the da
thinking deeply.
age was done by outsiders, and will not be so likely t
"Wouldn't it be a great thing if we could entrap this injure any of the patriot people of this vicinity."
fellow Ferguson and destroy and capture his force!" he
"True; I will go and tell them to disperse and go
remarked, pre ently.
their homes."
"It would, indeed!" agreed Dick; "but we haven't
"That will be best."
enough men, have we?"
'!'hey walked back, and while Shelby rejoined his fore
"No, we haven't, but--"
Dick entered the timber and calling the youths back ex
"How many men have you?" asked Dick.
plained the situation to them.
"Two hundred."
"Now, as I shall accompany these men to the westwar
"I have one hund~ed; that is three, but three hundred it is as well that you go home," he said, in conclusion
could hardly hope to be successful against a thousand or '~I came down here to find work, and now that I ha
more."
found it I will attend to it."
"True; but I think I know something that will sim"Let me go with you, Dick?" pleaded Eug1;me Banks.
plify matters and make it possible for us to do this thing."
"And l w.ant to go,, too!,,, from another.
"Yon do?" eagerly.
I The others took it up and all were eager ·to accompan~
"Yes; I happen to know that over west, about twenty the patriots on their trip toward Gilbert Town. Dick exi
miles, in the vicinity of Gilbert Town, a large party of nlainrrl that there would prohahly be some hot :fighting
patriots is even now being gathered, and in a few days do, and this prospect seemed to make the youths all th1
James Williams will be there with at least four thousand more eager.
men; William Campbell, of Virginia, and Benjamin CleveFinding that the youths were eager and determined, Did
~and and Charles McDowell, of North Carolina, with five finally said: "I'll tell you what we will do: You go ho
hundred men, will be gathered thne also and the nine hun- and ask permisRion of your parent , and if they are will->,
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"We will get the boys up, break camp and go and join
for you to go. all right. You can join us four or five
Shelby's force, Dick!" he said.
' \n~. t of here. How does that 1-mi.t you?"
"I think that will be the thing to do, Doh: in fact, l
he youths said it suited them first rate, andl after a
more word' they dispersed and hastened away in the told · Shelby we would join them before morning."
"That was right; I'll rouse the boys at once."
ction of their homes to ask their parents to let them
Bob and Dick both went to work and soon had the
ith the patriot force.
ick then returned to the road and joined the patriot "Liberty Boys" woke up. It diJ not take long to place
the youths in possession of a knowledge of the situation,
e.
\rhat are you going to do, Mr. Shelby?" he asked. and they rolled up their blankets, bridled and saddled
their horses, and within half an hour of the time Dick
hi.ch way are you going from here?"
arrived there the entire force was riding away toward the
reply.
the
was
\\re are on our way to Gilbert Town,"
1
west, bent on joining the patriot force under Shelby· and
Ah, ye ; how far is that from here?"
Sevier.

A little more than twenty miles."

Very well; if you don't object I think I will go with

I
I

l1

.1 shall be glad to have you go with us; and your men
the one who did this," pointing to the dead and
nded redcoats.

!

I

Cl:L\.PTER YII.
.\lAJOU l'ERGl'ROX DEC lDES TO FOLLOW.

Oh, yes, certainly."
How many men have you?"
Twel\'e."
Oh, ll'ell, twelre is just that many more and }Ve will
lad to have them go with us."
· 't ; bu t now w h a t s1ia11 we do w1"th tllcse.
11 ngi1
d d
d
d d
t
.
t mg o t 1le ea an woun e .
.
.
,
are; the wounded
e mil let the dead he where they
.
.
iwtll make a comfortable as possible and leave them

When the force of tll'enty men, under Captain Sharpley,
were fired upon by Dick Slater and the twelve youths,

. from the trees at the side of the road, the redcoats were
aken entirely by surprise and were almost paralyzed with
J L
amazement-toot
.
. is, .those who were not killed were.
•
~\.~ we have said, nme men tumbled out of then saddles
to the ground and seven of these were dead, the other two
d
ll
·t
th
d d Tl
b .
ien came e pis o1 vo ey, an some
emg woun e .
d
t bl d t th
f th
e men um e o e groun .
more o
'j:'hia was too much, and the little remnant of the band
ut they may lie here and suffer all night, and die turned and fled at top speed. The redcoats felt confilack of care."
dent that to remain would be but to cause them to lose
µ: don't think so; their comrades will be back in an theii: lives.
or so and look after them. We can't lose valuable
They continued onward till they reached the encamp-

?''I

ment, and Captain Sharpley, much as he disliked the task,
bothering with them, at any rate."
ikely you are right; I never thought of that, but went to the tent and reported to Major Ferguson.
The major was furious. His hot· blood was quickly
friends will certainly come and look after them."
made hotter still, and he fairly raved for a few moments;
am sure they will."
he cooled down suffi=iently to talk, and asked the
then
did not take long to do all that was possible for the
ded men. and theu the pat,riot force took its de- . captain for the details.
These were few and easily given, and then the major
re, going toward the west. Dick accompanied them
a hort di tance, and then mounting his horse bade said:
"Take your entire company, captain, and return to
l~ by and Sevier good-by and rode away, promising to
that place l.mmediately. Scour the timber all around, and
·· n them before morning with his "Liberty Boys."
ick rode onward toward the east, an hour and a half, if you get a chance at those scoundrels, kill them without
II

I

thm he reached the camp of the "Liberty Boys." He mercy; you understand?"
"Yes, major; and I will start at once."
ed Bob Estabrook and explained the situation to him.
so _; Jove! to th,ink that soldiers of the king should
"Do
and
wa Dick' right-hand man, and was eager
P ed when told. that. there 1rns a good pro pect for lively Ibe waylaid and shot down like dogs! It makes me wild
to think of it!"
ll s in the near futme. I
'
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"Twelve
get revenge.)'
major. I ;Un cager

it
":::lo
The captain nodded. ''That is jtrt about the numb
"Well, go at once and get it."
gnessed," he said. Then a thought struck him.
"I will do so."
"But how did the fellow happen to tell you this?'
"You should be able to do so without trouble; for there
~y
asked.
cannot be more than a dozen or so of the rebels."
"He didn't tell me.''
"I don't think there is to exceed that number, but they
are dangerous, for the reason that they are good shots." I "He didn't?"
"Well, they "·ill not dare ~how :fight against your en-1 "No."
"\\Tho, then?"
tire company."
th
"Anothe r rebel."
"No, l suppose not."
"I know they ll"ill. not : they will not cl are do it. I am I ".\.noth er rebel ?"
only afniid that you w1'11 be unable to set eyes on them .. , J "Yes."
31
"But I thought you said y~m did not ~ee the re"I h'ave fcaro on that score, too; you see, they are
people who are used to the lay of the land and know all the gang."
"\\' e didn't; there was another gan~· oi rebel:; happl
the in~ and oub of the timber."
g
"Yes, and no doubt they know "·here there are good hid- along."
ll
"Is that so?"
ing places."
"Yes.
.:I ft·n~· tlint ~uth is the ca~L'."
"Ho"· big a gang?"
"Y'i" ell, <lo the best you can."
"Yon"ll be surprised when I tell you."
"I ''"ill, sir."
"ls that so?"
Then the captain took his departur e, and returnin g to
"Yes."
his quarters, ordered his men to get ready for the road
how many men were there in this
"Well,
entire
the
later
minutes
aL once. They obeyed, and :fifteen
"Two hundred !"
company rode out of the encampment and away in the
tion of astonishment escaped the lips of
direction r1f the place where the rcdc,oats had been ~m-, . An exclama
e
captain.
bushed mid shot down.
"Yon don't mean it?" he cried.
It took less than half an hour to reach the Fpot, and the
"But I do. There were two hundred
men dismounted and tumed their attentio n to the wounded
o themselves."
men. The captain questioned one of these, who happened heard them say
I wonder what they are doing in
guns!
"Great
to be not seriously wounded.
part of the country ?"
"Did you see the men who did th~s ?" he asked.
"I don't know; but I know where they are going.'
"We saw the leader of the gang."
. "YOU do?"
"You. did?" eagerly.
I "Yes."
"Yes.''
I "Where ?"
"And who was he, Mortim er?"
_ I "They are headed for Gilbert Town, twenty mil
"Ile was the fellow you fought the duel with."
"I thought so!" the captain exclaimed. "I was sure the weshrnrcl."
"Ah! that's up in the mounta ins."
of it."
"Yes."
j'
"Yes, it was that fellow, and no one else."
"Did you hear them say why they were gomg th
and
him
"And you did not see the men who were with

'i

I

•

I

who did the work?"
"No."
"They didn't show themselves, eh?"
"No; but I know how many th~·e were."
"You do?"
"Yes." ,
"How did you :find out?"
"I heard him say how many there were."
"Ah, and "hat was the number ?"

"Xo."
The captain was silent, thinh.ing, for a few moment~ .
then he said:
"This is importa nt, and we must carry the nel1'
:Jiajor Ferguso n as soon as possible."
"Yes, I think so."
"He may wish to strike thi g~ng of rebels."
"I am pretty sure he will wish to do so.I'
ular gang this 1s
"HaYe you any idea what pa
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··I know the name of the leader.·~
··You do?"

"Yes."
"How did you learn it?"
"I heard the fellow you fought the duel with call him
l~y name."
".\.h ! and what 1ras the name?''
'·~helby."

The eaptain started. ''I have heara of him,'' he said;
"he is one of the most promine nt rebel partisan~ in
till.~- 1)a1·t of the country ."
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"What did you learn:'"
The captain told him as brirfly as possible.
"Great guns!" exclaimetl the major, when the other had
fi.ni::hed; "here is a chance to strike a blow that the ~ccmn·
drelly rebels will remember for a while."
"That is what I think, sir."
''Yes, there i~ no doubt about it; we ha,·e a good chance
11011·, and all we have to do is to improve it."
''You suppose there is no traP. in the affair?" remarke d
Captain t::lharpley.
,.l .:1: JL<lJOr
· ~ I100,,:1 1113
· J1ea d .
I
fi
l
" am conic ent tliere is
· not, " l1e sa1·d ; ' 'you see, t h ey
don't know that I am here with a strong force, and so did
not hesitate to talk in the hearing of the wounded men."

0
"" o I suspected."
"Yes; and l\Iajor Ferguso n will be wild to get at·him
and his gang."
"Thar is what I think."
I The captain nodded.
''There is no doubt regardin g the matter. Well, we will
"That is the way I look at it," he said; "but still, I
get to work and bury the boys who are dead and then will thought it would
do no harm to say somethi ng."
make arrangem ents to get the 'rounded to the encamp"Certain ly not; you did right in speaking oi the susment."
picion which 1rn~ iu ~·our minJ:!. I tllirik, however, that
The captain ha ·· tened a\1'ay and gave orders to his men, t lw rebels ha Ye
no i 'a there is a' strong British force in
;md soon they were at work digging a trench with their ':he vicinity,
ancl, being confident of their own strength ,
b\rords. .Jlauy hands make light labor, and even with 1rcre cardes~.
''
such poor tool~
swords it did not take long to dig a
'·I think it more than likely that you are right."
trench long and deep enough to hold the bodies of their
'•I am sure of it."
Jcatl comratle~.
"Then you will follow this rebel force and strike it?"
1 hi~ Ltmw tJH.' t'iodiL"· 11·cre plaeeu in the t•rl!nch and coY"I shall do that very thing.''
re~l over 1rith dirt. Then hammoc k ambulan ces were made
"Good! that will gi1'e us rewnge for the killing and
y 6·ing blankets behreen horses, and the wounded men wounding of our men
to-night ."
1·ere placed in the blan~ts and the party started back to
"So it will."
he encampment.
"Will you start on their trail to-night ?"
Lea,ing the niain par~y to follow at as rapid a pace as
"No; we will remain here and break camp at daylight
wa~ poisible under the circums tances, Captain Sharpley and start."
I'
ro<lc onwanl at a gallop .and reached the camp ahead of
"I judge that will be be t: as then we will be able to see •
ihe company.
what we are about."
He m:mt at once to the tent occupied by :Jiajor Ferguso n,
'' Y cs; and I don't think the rebels, will march far fo" ho 11·;1!' lying down on a cot, b11t was not unclre~sed.
night, anyway."
''\Yell, ho11 i~ it, captain~·· hr a~kc<l. f'itting up and
"Probab ly not; but why would it not be a good plan
looking- at hi:.: ri~itor que"tioningly. "Did vou finu the to go and attack
them at once?"
a~rnll.1· rehel~ anrl '·:ipr them off the face of the earth?"
"They will be. on their guard to-night ."
"Xo. we c1ir1 n t find them. major. Indeed, we did not
"True."
"ok for them."
"Yes, but to-morrow night they will not think that
The major ~tared.
ihere is danger and we will be able to surroun d them and
''Diel not look for them?" he murmur ed .
take them by surpri se and annihila te the entire force."
"No."
"I believe that you are right."
'•How is that? Diel I not tell you to do so?"
"I am sure of it.''
"Y c~, hut I learned Rornethinp: from one of the wounded
"That will be fine!" said the captain. "We will get
Hll'n that cau~ecl me to change my plans."
that Young Rcoimdrcl that qaui::ed all the trouble. "
".\h ! l'O that i. it, ch?"
"The fello"' 1rho defeated :vou in the duel. eh?"
"Ye~.··
"Yes. Joye : I'd like to see hi'11 hang~"
"

I

•

as

)
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"Well, I may turn him over to you to do what you Dick felt confident that they would be able to reJOlil th
please with."
I patriot force under Shelby, soon, but as hour after hou
"I wish you would."
I passed and no sign of their friends could be seen, and a
The major and the captain were certainly counting <hey found them,;elves getting deeper and deeper into th
their chickens before they were hatched, but they did not mountains and wilderness, he became somewhat less sa
•know it, and talked for nearly an ·hour, laying their plans. guine.
Then the captain took his departure and went to bis own
"Jove! I don't know what to think, old man," be sai
quarters.
J to Bob Estabrook; "it begins to look as if we are lost.
He found the wounded men in their places and resting
"You are right, Dick," was the reply; "I don't believ
aR easy as could be expected. 'rhen after a few words with we are going right, to reach Gilbert Town."
Mortimer he lay down and was soon asleep.
")foither do l. It seems as if we were leaving wha
The men were aroused at daylight next morning, and little. of civilization there is in this part of the couE.t
after eating breakfast, bridled and saddled their horses- and plunging into the wilderness."
the two hundred drae:oons did-and soon the entire force
v
•· You are right; we haven "t een a settler's cabin to-day.
IYtl::. rno1·ing.
0 f course, the gait had to be suited to the
"~ ot one.''
infantry, and so they did not travel very fast. Still, it
"'\Yha t are we to do?''
would be possible, the major thought, to almost cover the
"I guess we might as well continue onward, going a
twenty1 miles during the clay.
nearly in the right direction as we know bow, and trus
to luck to get somewhere.''

I

"I suppose that is as good luck as anything; but I fea
we will not get with Shelby soon enough to have the fu
of helping whip the British."

CHAPTER VIII.

"I'm afraid we may be too late."
"Well, we can't help it."

THE SIGNAL ON THE MOUNTAIN.

.

I

"~o"

Dick Slater and the "Liberty Boys" rode onward stead- 1
·
1
.
"I wish we could find a settler's cabin; then we coul
1ly for two hours. Thev were new to the country, but
l . fi rl d"mg their
. way. find out where we are."
t h Ol1gh t t h ey woula h ave •no d"ffi
l ,cu ty m
1
They were to learn, however, that in this they were ' "So we could·' perhaps we will come across one pres
wrong. Although they thouo-ht they were going right, ently."
"1 hope we may."
they went too far to the right and were gradually gettin_g:
But
they llid not. They continued onward, steadily, til
fartMer ancl farther away from the force under Shelby
high noon, and then paused to eat their frugal lunch an
and Sevier.

I

Dick was on the lookout, too, for the twelve yol'ith~ let the horses rec;t ancl have a chance to eat some graflR
who lrnd done such goocl work under his leadership, but While eating the youths talked the situation over, bu
saw 'nothing of them. The reason of this was because the could not figure out their whereabouts.
"Liberty Bo~' s" bad went too far to the northward,
"Well," saicl Dick, finally, ''we will have to keep o
lhe youths having followed the main force under Shelby. as we have been going; doing the best we know how an
At lasi, when they had been riding several hours, Dick trust to our good fortune to get out of the wildernesfl."
called a halt.
"That is all we can do," said iliark Morrison.
"Unless
we are so fortunate as to find a settler ~ome
"I think we have wandered away off the track of Shelby's force, bor,'' he said; "so we will go into camp here where and get him to show us the way out of here.''
and wait for daylight."
"We may do that."
The "Liberty Boys" were quite willing to do anything
"I hope so."
Dick said, and they dismounted, tethered their horses,
'I'he youths mounted their horses and rode onward, al~
and rolling themselves in their blankets were soon fast the rest of the day, and late in the evening came upon
asleep.
the cabin of a settler. The cabin nestled in a little valleJ]
They were up bright and early next morning and after at the very foot of the mountains, and the sight of th~
partaking of a frugal breakfast, mounted a:nd started. homely log house was very pleasing.
)
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"Now we will be able
d out where we are."
You are right ," agreed Dick.
And we may be able to get some thing
to eat, too,"
ed Bob.
Quite likely."
he "Lib erty Boys" rode up in fron t of the
cabin and
' e to a stop.
e Hello!" called out Dick.
here was the sound of footsteps with in the
cabin, and
a woman of perh aps forty years, and a girl
of sevenor eight{:!en years appe ared in the open
doorway.
two stared at the "Lib erty Boys " in wond ering
amazet, not unmixed with frigh t.
W-1rho air ye?" the woman stam mere d.
"An ' whut
want ?"
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"The t's whut I think . :K"obuddy c'u'd
git over them
moun tings without knowin' ther path ."
"The n perh aps we can get your husb and
to guide us
over ?"
'I'he woman shook her head. "He hain 't
ter hum ," she
said.

"Wh ere is he?"
"He went ter Gilb ert Town this morn in'."
"Wh en will he be back ?"
"Ter -mor rer even in'."
The youths looked at one anoth er in a disgu
sted mann er.
"Ure at 'guns ! are we to have to stay here
till then ?"
asked Bob.
The girl, who had as yet said noth ing
but had kept
her eyes on the youths, now said some thing
to the woman,
in a low tone, and the woman stai::ted and
after
hesit ating
We are frien ds," sai~l Dick, reass uring ly;
"and have a few moments, said:
our way."
"l\ly darte r ·Emm y sez ez how she c'u'd
guide ye over
Whur wuz "ye want in' ter go?" '
;her mou nting ."
To Gilbert Tow n."
"Tha t is just the thing !" exclaimed Dick
. "Tha t will
Ter Gilbert Tow n?"
do as well as if her fathe r did the work
.
We shall be
Yes."
1·ery much obliged if she will act as our
guid e."
Waal, ye've shorely got considdible oute
r yer way,
"I can do it as well as not," the girl said,
her voice
ter."
being musical and sweet; "the re isn't anyt
hing
for
me to
I am afrai d so. How far is it to Gilb ert Tow
n?"
do at homr , and I migh t as well be doing ~ome
thin
g as not." ·
Et's erbout fifteen mile s."
\
"Goo d!" , aid Dick ;" and we can start as soon
as
we have
Fifteen miles !"
Ji ad supp er."
Yas."
The girl stepped out and took a look up
at the sky
he youth turne d blank faces towa rd one
anoth er.
and then shook her head.
Great guns !" exclaimed Bob; "we' re almo
st as far
''It 1rnuldn 't be safe. to start ," she said.
our de tinat ion as we were this time
yesterday
"'i\'lw not? '' exclaimed Dick, in surprise.
"Becau~e we are goin g to have
a storm ."
;you are right ," agreed Dick.
"A storm ?"
~~hich direction do we have to
go in orde r to reach
"Yes ."
ert Town ?" askrd Sam Sand erson .
"How do you knO'\v ?"
n thet clireckshun," poin ting towa rd the moun
tain.
"By the looks. Don' t you see the cloud
just coming
he youths look~d blanker than ever.
up 01er the top of the mou ntain ?"
o we haYe to cross the mou ntain ?" asked
Dick.
"Yes ."
"We ll, I can tell by the looks of that
cloud that we
s there no way this can be avoid ed?"
will have a storm to-ni ght, and it woul
d
be ba(j, to be
n'y by goin' erbout er hund erd mile s."
caug ht up on the mou ntain at nigh t, and
in a storm ."
groan went up from the "Lib erty Boys ."
"Is the path hard to follo w?"
~'e're in for it, Dick !" said Bob.
"Yes ; and then we have such terrib le
storm s on the
guess ire are," the yout h acknowledged; then
to the mou ntain ."
an: "Can you direct us so that we can find
our way
"Wh at shall we do, then ?" asked Dick, disco
nsolately.
the mou ntain ?''
"We will have to wait till morn ing before
start
ing."
e woman 8hook her head. "Dir ecks huns
wouldn' do I "You think the storm will
be
over
by
that
time
?"
ood,'' she replied.
I "Yes ; and we will be sure, then, of getti
ng
safely over
~ou think we could not follow them, eh?"
Ilhe mou ntain ; if we were to start to-night we migh t get
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idst and wander for days without being able to find our way
"Y cs; one would not exped to find such a bright gi
out of tlw wilderne~~-"
a\ray out here in the wilds.''
"Is it so impenetrable a;; that?''
"You arc right. I have an idea she has relatives i
"Yes; we have lived here for years, and father has ~0111e to\rn, and has liYed there \':ith them and thus s
never been able to find more than one path that w.ill lead curl'd a n'r:· good education."
one over the mountain and through the wilderness."
··Perhapi:; tilaL i- the way of it."
"Well, '!here is only one thing for us to do, I suppose,':! 'J'his was indeed the case, as they learned later. Emm
sai<l Dick, "and that is to ~ettle down here for the night.'J Simmons had relatives in Gilpert Town, and had liw
"Can you furni h us something in the way of food, ! here four winters, and had acquired a Yery, good educ
ma<laru ?" asked Bob.
11lon for those times.
.
'
Closer
and
rloser
came
the
storm,·
it
would
soon
bre
I
''Ya~," the "·oman replied; "we hev plenty, sech ez
it is."
arnl rhe woman an~ girl urged the youth to come in
Jiouae.
"Oh, it'll be all right, I guess. What have you?"
"\'{ill it hold all of us?" asked Dick.
·'We hcv plenty. uv hog meat an' venison; an' we hev
·•Oh,
yes,'' replied Emma; "there are three room , a
plenty uv cornmeal fur ter iurll{e hoecakes."
"That will be tine!" cried Bob. "Say, boys, let's hurry, good size, and while you will be crowded a bit yet
11·ill he better than to sta,v out in the rain."
for I am nearly starved."
" ~ c~, inrlced. ,. replied Dick, and then all went in
It. did not take long to attend to the horses and then
ilte house. They were omewlrnt crowde"d, fts the gi
tl1e youths went to work to cook their supper O\·er a fire
h<Hl f'aiu thc.v would be, but they were more comfortabl
bnilt on tbe ground in front of the cabin. The woman and
th1m the.1· woulcl haw been out of doorR, for it rained ve
fiirl ~oked all they could in the honi::e and the "Liberty
Ln rel In fart . it \'i rlually poured down for three or fot
~oys" had -a 'meal that put them in a good humor, in spite
hours.
of the fact that f:hey knew they were miles out of their
The youths finally spread their blankets on the fio~r an
way- and might miss the battle with the British.
lay down and went to sleep; the woman and girl goin
"We may grt the1e in time, after all," said Dick.
I to a little room in the upper part of the main buildin
"r hope so,., said. Bob; '·I \\"OUld hate to miss it."
lt wa~ nothing more than a loft, but there was plenty
. They liad learnetl that the settler and his wi_fe and room for the two, and thiR left ihe entire do"·nstair f
daughter were patriots, and so had no· hesitancy in talk~ he u~e of the ''Liberty Boy;;."
inano·ht out before the t,,·o. Their name was Simmons,
\\']
.
.
.f
d ti t th t
"' "'
·
ien mormng
came I·t wa~ ioun
la
e s orm ha
ihe woman·~ being :\Iartha, and the girl's, Emma, while
t
.t
l"
]
~
Tl
d
t
.
,
.
'-pen 1 sc L ong ago.
1e groun wa >ve , bu t the on
tltl'r· , poke of ihe husband and father as bemg Joe.
I r·amr up c1ear an d would soon d ry every th·mg.
By. the time supper \ras• oYcr• the skv• wa'l •overcast with I Tl
· sa d-u1] e-1>a.'
1 f as t , an d fill ed tile1r
ie you tl1s a t e brea'
1
eloucls, and tbe fla•h of 11ghtnrng
and
the
distant
rumble
"ti
k
k
d
.
t
d ti1e
·
w1 l 110eca -es anc1 coo ·e vernson anc1 11og rnea , an
vf thl1nder could be seen and heard.
.~
'-'
they were read)' for the tart. 'l'hey offered tti pay· :\Ir
"You were right, Miss Emma," saia Dick; "we are Simmous for the food,they had eaten and were carr~'in
going to have a storm, sure enougli."
n1ra.'-, but she refused to accept anyth.ing.
"I know the signs," with a smile; "the signs never
"Ye air welcum," she said; "we air patriots, au' .'l;
h
here." ·
glad ter be able ter do er little sumthin' ter help the
II

i

I

"'Well, [ am glad we have found some place to stay, any- fouse."
v.·ay/ ~aicl Bob Estabrook.
. "It is certainly very kind of you," said Dick; "ancl
"Ancl so am I!" remarked Frank Wilson; and. the other let •our daughter go with us as guide, too; that is doin
yQuths noticed that the speaker's eyes were resting ad- us a great favor and one which I assure you ~·e appreciate.
miringly on the pretty face of Emma Simmop.s as he
"Oh,·thet is all right; she want ter go."
,poke.
o the "Liberty Boys" set out, and with the girl
"Say, I believe Frank's ·in love with that girl already!" guide them, managed to find the way up the mountain a
H!id Bob to Dick, in a low tone, rnd Dick nodded.
on'r ih: top. 'l'hen they had gone perhaps one-third of t
"It looks like it," he replied, with a smile. "Well, she \Hl)' down the other side they met a man coming up ti
is a very pretty girl. and a bright one. too."
pathwa~-.
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·• I"m purty shore I 'am, for they axed me er lot uv
·•
The man was a stalwart ~ix-footer, dressed in the rough questions."
. •
"They did?"
clothing o E the settler or the region; his face was honest
ter know ef I hed seen e1rny rebel£
wa11tecl
they
"Yas;
unwas
an<l goo<l-naiurc<l, howeYer, and although he
'' [r"s father!" the girl exclaimed.

douLteclly greatly surprii::ed to ~ec his daughter, he called ennywhurs aroun' Gilbert Town."
'' \Yhat did you tell them?"
out, plearnntly:
"I told them I heel seen wun party uv er Lout two lmn•·Hullo, Emma ! \\'hur ye goin' ?"
'•I am guiding these men O\'er the mountain, father," clerd men."
"What did they say to that?''
was the r eply.
"They seemed ter be er little bit suspi~hus, an' axed
•·So I see; but who air they?"
''"Tc are 'The Liberty Boys of '":" G,' sir," said Dick, me ef I hedn 't seen. more than thet."
"What did you an~ 1·er ~·'
"Thet I hedn't seen enny more."
"Oho! thcr ·Liberty_ Boy~; hey?" the man exclaimed.
.
"Did they seem to still doubt you?"
much
""-,rnl, rm glad ter know ye. I",.;e heerd tell uv ye so
'
"Yas; but uv course they couldn' prOYt; tbct I wuzn't
thet et i:;eerns a'most ez e~ I <lo know ye."
"A11<l \re arc gh1d to know you, :Jir. Simmons," said · tellin' ther trooth, an' they finally let me go.n
''Then you e:arnc on'.'"
Dick; ''your wife and daughter told us that you arc a
,
..
are
patriot, so that is the reason T told you who we
".\.ml you clon't know what they decided to do?"
"I ~ee."
"Xo.'' ,
"You are on your way home from Gilbert Town, I be•·I 1rish you had remained in the vicinity Jong enouO'h
lien~?" asked Die:k.

I

to haYc ~een \Yhat tl1ey did."
"I kinder wush ·t I heel, now; but uv c-.irse I didR
"Did you see or hear anything of the patriot force~
expee:k ter meet ye; in fa ck, I DC'\eT thort thet rel heer
that were to gather there?"
enm·thin · more er bout -'em."
The man nodded.
'
~
somehow 1 am inclined to t hink that the
''ell,
Tme;
·"
Wilan'
men;
tbeer
an'
Sevier
an'
Shelby
seen
I
'"¥as,
dccidccl to turn bnck. .,
li~m~ an' his men; an' Campbell, Clevelanct an' UcDowell British
I
"Et';: likely; for I'm shore ther Tory hed tole 'em er
an· theer men."
big yarn erbout theer bein' er big force uv patriots at
".Ah ! Thf:y were at Gilbert Town, :you say?"
Gil brrt Tmm.''
. · "Yaf'."·
'·.Jove 1 I wish I knew for certain whether they tumeil.
. ''And c1icl you see or hear anything of the British force
/
.
~
back."
under :JfaJOr Fergm•O'n ?"
"If we could only get somewhere where \re could see' out
"Ya::.; I heerd UY 'em an' seen em', too."
we would be all right," snicl Bob; "but we are in such a
"\\'here did you sec them?"
wildernr,.:,.: here that it is impossible to see anywhere."
"Erhou't. t1uee mile~ thii;: side 11v Gilbert Town.".
"True," agreed Dick.
I
.
"I know 1vhur is er place ye could go, frum where ye
could git er splendid Yiew U\' all their country round."
said ~Ir. Simmons; "efs on ther top uv Bald }r6unta~
'•?\T"othin'."
I an' frum theer ye kin see Gilbert Town on er cl'ar day."
"Xothing?"
"They wuz halted an' seemed ter be at er loss ter knmr j "How long would it take us to get there?" af:'ked Dick.
I "Erbout three hours; but when re git theer ye will be
wlrnt tcr do."
cluss ier ther road ther redcoats wilJ hev ter travel in
"Ah! I wonc1cr "·h~· that was?"
"I think the~· hed je;;· heerd tell, frum er Tory '\\ho gittin' back out uv this part uv ther country, an' ye will
hed cum inter ther camp. thet vher patriot forces wu:r, he in er persishun ter jine their pMriot force when it comes
''\rhrn clicl you see them?"
•·Erbout ten o'clock this mornin"."
"What were they doing?"

t

n iratherin' erheacl."
l ~ "Oh. that wa~ it?"

"Ya;:!'

l

''Likely you nre right.''

.

-

~rlong

.. ,

··Tlirn ire will irn there at ouce; that i'l, if you will go
with u,.: un~1 ~11ir1c u.;: thith r."
1 1 ti ,, ~ 1m1rh fur t h,:r cPu>=e."
"(Pl. I"ll hr .~li:d ter
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"Good! 'rhen to Bald Mountain we will go."
"l\fay I go with you, father?" asked Emma.
The man hesitated.
"Please let me go," the girl pleaded. "Maybe I can be of
use in some way, father, and I would hate to have to
walk clear back home by myself, anyway."
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and if they were to get sight of the Britis
would' httve to be done very soon.
They had been there but a few moments when
caught sight of the advance guard of the British f
It came in sight a mile or so distant and came along
moderate pace.
"Thet's so; ye mought git clawed er cha wed by er painter
"I ruther think they'll go inter camp purty soon,"
er wildcat ef ye went back erlone. Waal, ye may come Mr. Simmons.
er long an' then ye kin go back when I go."
"Why do you think so?" asked Dick.
"W'y,
ye see, et's arter sundown, down whur they
"Thank you, father; I would much rather not go back
alone." The immediate chums and best friends of Frank an' et'll soon be gittin' dark, an' I think they'll go i
Wilso11 noticed that there was a pleased ,look on his face camp."
"That is a reasonable suppositio n; I had not though
when it wa~ decided that Emma was to go ;;ith them.
H was evident that the handsome and bright young "Lib- that."
erty Boy" had taken a great liking to the beautiful back"Yes; see, they have halted now," said the girl.
woods girl.
This was true; the British had come to a stop, an
"You lead the way and we will follow, Mr. Simmons," was seen that they were at a point where
there was a la
said Dick.
open place which would answer nicely for a campi
"All right," was the reply; and then the man set out at ground.
"Yes, they are going to go into camp," said Bob.
a good pace, down the path. 'l'he girl followed him, and
The
men were seen stacking their arms, and presen
after her came Dick, Bob and the rest of the youths, all
1Yhe11
the
dragoons appeared, they dismounte d and tet
walking and leading their horses.
cd their hrn·ses, first unbriLUing and unsaddling them.
s the man had said if would, it took them nearly three
""T
.
k,, sa1"d D"ck "
·
.
H e are m 1uc ,
I
;
we are wh ere we can k•
hours to r each the top of Bald l\Ioun,am, but when thev
t
th
.
.
· wa c1I on
e enemy an d ye t no t be seen ourse1ves. "
got there the youths were delighted. It was po s1ble to
"D
.
.
.
.
.
o you suppose th a t ·Shelb y an d th e res t of the pat
s~e miles rn every duection, and if the redcoats were any- 1.
t·
, par isan comm.an d ers k now th a t th e B n·t·ish h ave t urn
where in the vicinity it would be an easy matter to locate I back?" asked Bob.
them.
·
"That is a hard question to answer," said Dick, thoug
'rhe hor~es were left about two hundred yards down
fully; "I'm a bit inclined to doubt it. What do you thi
I
from the top of the mountain, in the timber which grew
Mr. Simmbns ?"
there, but did not extend farther up, the top being really
"I have doubts erbout the patriots knowin' uv et,"
bald, with the exception of two or three trees which had
the reply.
miinaged to get a foothold amid the rocks.
"On what do you base your cloubts ?"
Fearing that they might be seen if too many went up,
"W.'y, I happen ter know thet the patriots wuz wait"
Dick ordered the youths to remain where the horses were, back er mile
out uv Gilbert Town, an' wuz e~pectin' t
witb tbe exception of Bob Estabrook, and then the two British ter cum
inter ther town, when they intended
"Liberty Boys," in company with Mr. Simmons and surroun' ther
place an' coop ther enemy up. Ye see, t
Emma, made their way to the summit and began looking would natcherly
wait an' wait, and et might be thet t
for the British.
wouldn' suspeck nothin' even ef ther redcoats didn't
It was now pretty well along toward evening, was five i.heer durin' ther clay."
o'clock, in fact, but nowhere could any signs of the British
"I have an idea that you are right, and when they
be seen. The four looked long and searchingly, and failing, look for the
British and find them gone they won't kn
they went back down to where the youths were and all ate where to
look for them, will they?"
supper with a relish, for the long and tire.some tramp over
"I don' think they will, fur ther reezon thet when t
the mountain had rnad4 them veDy hungry.
redcoats went ter Gilbert Town they went over er r
As soon as supper was over the four returned to the top thet runs almos' parallel with this wun, but is five
m·
of the mountain, as .there remained not much more of ter ther southard, an' our friend's '11 natcherly think
sunlight, the s11n being well down toward the western hrv gone back ther same way, an'll miss 'em."
/
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"That i~ bad," $aid J>ick; ''if they lose time gofug on
·• X o, it won't," the girl declared; •·I am used to workoonthern road the redcoats will escape."
ing, and it won't hurt me a bit."
"Thct':, jes' whut they'll uo."
"I"ll tell you \Yhat we can do, Dick,'' said Frank Wil son;
"J ovc ! that will be too bad !" said Bob. "I wish there "some of us fellows can feed the
fire from the opposite
some way "'e could get the iuformat ion to our friends side from the one the n ·dcoats
are on and Emma can
t the redcoats are here."
feed it from the other side, aud the British will be all the
"l harn an idea, Bob!" exclaimed Dick.
more puzzled abd curious whrn they see it is a girl who
"What is it?"
is tending the fire."
All three looked eagerly at Dick, who said:
''That isn't a bad idea," Dick acknowledged, ''and we
•fl] tell you: , \\'hat is the n:a~on we can't build a big will adopt it. Emma
won't have to work very hard, then."
fire on the top of this mountain as soon as it is dark,
,{'hen the pile of brush and limbs had assumed goodly
let it be a.-signal to our friends that the l!nemy i;; proportio ns the fuel was piled
around on the ground in
e ?"
the vicinity, where it would be handy for the youths and
·I think thet would be er good skeem," said Mr. Sim-1 the girl, though the most was piled
where the girl could
ns.
, get it without having to go far; the youths could bring
•So do I," ~aid Emma~ "it will be a signal to the~,! more from the timber two
hundred yards down the mounall they will have to do is to travel straight toward it." 1 tainside.
•It will be a beacon light, leading them to the point
It was soon dark enough for the purpose, and then the
ere the redcoats are stationed ," said Bob.
pile of brush and limbs was set on fire. The dry leaves
•There is one clra,rback to it," said Dick.
/ and twigs blazed up briskly, and the flames eized upon
''Yhat is that?'' .from Bob.
.
the larger limbs, with the result that soon a big bonfire' The enemy will see it and will be suspiciou s."
a beacon
for sure-wa s blazing there on the top of
'Let them," said Bob; "let them, and then if they send. Bald Mountam .
up here to investiga te we will capture them."
J
Would the combined patriot forces under Shelby ancl the
That is a good idea," said "tick; "they will not be rest see the ignal and un9erstan
d its meaning?
y to send very many men up at a time."
~ot more than two or thrfe, I should think," saic1
I
ma.
I

I

That is what I think," said Dick.
o it was decided that a bonfire should be built as soon
"t was dark, to sen-e as a beacon light to show the
iots where the enemy was, and also as a sort of lure

ligh~

CHAPTE R IX.
TllE DEFEAT OF THE REDCOATS.

ead redcoat!.' into a trap.
Of course, Dick and his friends had no way of learning
he four went b~ck clown and explained the situation \\'hether or not the signal
was seen, but they kept the fire
he "Liberty Boys" who were greatly pleased with the hurning, as they had figured
011 doing, a number of the
1

"Liberty Boys" thro\\'ing limb s and sticks of wood on the
'1'e·n bag a lot 0£ the redcoats! " said one.
blaze from thr opposite side from the direction in which
1
Ycu are right.'' from another; "we'll make them wish, 1 the redcoats were, and Emma
'\\Orked on the other side,
had not been so curious-m inded."
,1 and was wheile her form would be outlined against the
grew dark presently, and a: dozen of the "Liberty I bright. backgrou nd of the
blaze, making it eapy for the
" went to work and made a huge pile of dry wood on I British to see that she was
a \\Oman.
very top of the mountain . The wood consisted of
Dick, with a dozen of the "Liberty Boys," was secreted
en boughs and limbs, ancl would burn splendidly.
over near the brow of the mountain , where the redcoats
at will we do after the fire is going?" asked Bob;· 1 would have to pass in coming
up, and it was his intention
will be seen, and we don't want the enemy to see us. I to seize the men and make
prisoners of them.
hen they might suspect who we are."
I They had been secreted there for two hours before there
will keep the fire going," said Emma.
I '''as the sign of any one to be seen, and then they were not
h, that would be too hard work for you," said Dick. I seen, but heard, footsteps being
heard near at hand.. Dick

-
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listened iutentl v and made np his mind that there were after the prisoner~, and a cou pk more to help Emma tcm
only two persons coming.
l,thc fire, come oYdr and station thcm~ch·es there with th
"A couple of scouts sent up to learn the meaning of I dozen "·ho hnd been doing rnch good 1rork.
the bonfire,"' thought Dick; •·1rell, we "·ill giYe them :!
··\rhat b Your idea for harin!! u" come orcr here, Dick?'
:;urprise." )
·
I 11~ked Sam ~anderson.
Closer and closer sounded the footsteps, and presently
'' rll tell you, ~am," W<lS the reply; ''it is my. opinio1
lwo slrndowy forms could be made out, right in the midst that the rcdcoab ar~u~picion,; by tbi~ time, eight of thei
of the party of ·'Liberty Boys."
men haying come ~ip here and not retnrnetl,' and I belier
Dick gave the ,,ignal, which 1ras to be the chirp of a that they will send up a force of men to sec what i;; th
cricket, antl the instant the signaL sounded the youths trouble.''
leaped upon the hro spies from the British encampment,
"Ah! then there is a chance that we may ha Ye ,:om
:mtl peedily overpowered them, the youths being yery care- fighting to do!'' exclaimed Sam, in a tone of rnfofaction
ful to choke the redcoats in Ruch a way a~ to make it im•'Ye,.., I think that we 'rill hare some fighting to tlu. ·
possible for tlwm to yell.
'·But won't that be dangerous? The redcoats are.mor
. The youths had prorided a uumber of pieces of rope and than a thou:-:and in nwnber, \rhile we arc only a hundred.'
· kly. botmd an d gagge d th e t wo re d coa t s-or ra th er
"I kno1r ,· but the redcoats- don't know ho1r man3· ther
very qmc
one redcoat and one Tory, for there was one oreach kind. are of us."
Then the two "·ere taken to a large tree standing out"That is true, of course."
side the rudius of light thrown out by the fire, and were
"1 cs; and we will put up such a fight, and make ~
tied there, th~ "Liberty Boys" 1rnstening back to await 11mci1 noise, that they will think there is an army of u~.'
ihe coming of more of their enemies.
"\re can do that, I think," "'as the reply.
They waited perhaps half an hour, and then again footIt turned out that Dick's judgment was excellent, for ;11
steps were heard. Dick Ca'Utioned the youths to be ready, hour later a force of, at least one hundred men mad1' tht..
and when tl1e two-for there "·ere two this time, the same attempt to reach the top of the mountain. They rnfferel1
. as .before-were in the midst of the "Liberty Boys,'' he I for their tcmerit~·, how·eyer, for the "Liber ty Boy~ ' ' pouret
gave the ignal and the youth~ leaped upon the spies ,;nch a terrible fire into their ranks that they went do1r;
and spc ily dowued them.
Ii ke ten-pins. Of course, the British fired in return. bn
While this was going on the girl carried sticks and tho "Liberty Boy~ " 1rere ensconced behind boulders nrn
.
piled them on ihe fire, 'rhich \ras sening the purpose o':f a 11·cre not injured. to . peak of, although several wcr•
beacon ligb , luring the redcoats into a trap. Already t'1·o wounded.
were pri:.;oncrs, and the "Liberty Boys" were oYerpowerThe redcoat retired and got themsehes together again
ing two ~ore. The signal on the mountain was doing. ~ri to speak, and then made a charge up the side of th
double work.
mounfain. 'rhey came on. yelling like demon;; and firin·
The two were quickly bound and then, figuring that their muskets and J?istols. but they did Ycry little damage •
there was plenty of time, Dick tord four of the youths to I <llld when the "Liberty Boys" opened fire they cream
conduct the four prisoners oYer the brow of the mountain I terrible haYo.c in the ranks of the enemy.
and down to where the youths were encamped.
.A. musket and rifle volley, followed closely by two pi,to
This wa. done ancl :fifteen minutes later the four were rolleys, was more tha-n the redcoat;; could . tand. 1lll
back with their comrades, having left the four prisoners in again they turned and fl.eel at the top of their ~)Pt'
the encampment. to be looked after by the "Liberty Boys" leaving many deacl and wounded behind them.
there.
An hour pas ed. and then a redcoat appeareP.. bearin'.l;
An hour passed before any more redco~ts came and this flag of truce. Dick went forward to meet him .
. time there were four of them. These were made prisoners
""'e wish to carry away our dead and wounded."
just as easily 11 had been the case when there was o·nly man said : "may we do so "-ithout being fired on?''
two, however, a.nd then the youths rehuned to their places
"Certainl~·,'' replied Dick.
and waited for more to put in an appearance.
Then the man went back to his comrades with the i1 '·
While waiting Dick did considerable thinking, and the formation . while Dick retun1ed to his friend,: and to e
-wsult of his thinking was that he decided to have his en- them what the redcoat "-anted.
r:
tire force, with the exception of a couple of youths to look/ A fe"· minute~ later lhe redcoat;; appeared in con~iderah "
1

1
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Imber,; and carried away the tleacl and woum1ed, and when
' us ha cl licen clone all was silent ancl peace seemed to
•ign where a short time before war hacl helcl full sway.
Dick was not inclined to trust to appearances, however,
ut sent out spies to ee what. the redcoats were about, and
ation ed R doldJJe ro\v of ,;entinels. Then the rest of the
· '>re:e lay cl01rn on their arms and went to sleep.

that we may 80me time see you and your mother and
father again."
'·I hope so," was the reply, with, a blush, for just thet'
:Frank \\'ilson came up.
.~ :Jlay I speak to you a moment, alone, Emma?" asked
the youth.
"Certainly," the gfi:l replied.
Then the two walked a.ff to oue side and Diet: nodded
There was no alarm <luring the night, and the "Liberty
10.)'8" \rere up bright and early, for the spies hacl brought toward them and said to Jilr. Simmons :
hck word that the British were mdving.'
"I think you will lose your daughter as soon as the
"They seem to be afraid that they will be attacked by war is over, ::;ir. That young fellow bas fallen in love
\1ith her."
· supe1·ior force," said one of the spies.

'

'

"They have learned that there are a good m,m1 y patriot
Mr. :Simmons looked slightly troubled, ~nd then sighed
)ldiers in this part of the country," said Dick. "I am and smiled. "I gue~s et kain"t be helped," be said; ''jes·
' fraid that they will manage to get out of the mountains
,;0 thrr young feller is er good, true man, thet io all [
nd away in safety, before Shelby and the res can get keer fur. I don ·t want my gi.J:l i.er take er no:;bun ter
rnme goocl-fur-nothin· cha1)."
ere."
"~Iaybe not;' snicl Di ck; ·'if Shelby and the others oa w
"You can rest easy on that score, sir; Frank is one of
lll' beacon light last night and hastened to come in this 1he :fine.~t felloll's in my company, and I would be willing·
'\rection, they may be close at hand and we may be able to I that my own oi-tcr -!1oulcl marry him if l:l be cared for
. "
rike the redcoats before they c~m get out of the moun- I. 11im.
ins."
''Thefs all right, then."
1

"I hope that such will pro-re to, be the case;' said Bob.
1 'j'lill rel1lOa t l l
l ano'
.,. )l'O 'e camp e1u ly <•11 cl st ar t ed ea;; t ware,
d
n·
k
t
l
.
t
.
.
. ~0011 as 1c - saw ". 1rn t wy were gmng
o lo
1 1ie tv 111
l
ns
•
Liberty Boys" to get reach.
t
(]"We will keep in front of them and fire upon them and
~ep them back all we can," he said. "If 'Ye can retard
E
1eir progress sufficiently. perhaps Shelby, Oan1pbell, Wilims and the rest will be enabled to overtake them ap<l
en we can giw them a seYere blo\v~perhaps kill or capall of tbem."
'
.-"That will be a good plan;' said Bob E -t.abrook.
"Then ye won·t need mc'n Emmv enny longer, )fr.
l

Frank Wilson was a straightforward i:>Ort of a fellow.
,
Ile
had :;omething to tell Emma, and when he was where
'
.
.
.
tlie other vouths would not be able to hear and see h1ro,
"
he paused. and, facing the girl. ~aid:
.. Em11rn, 1n' ha Ye known each orlJer <J\Yery $hort time. but
in t!iat ti mv l ha1·c learned to loYC you. I have brought

I

~·on hl :·e

in ord•'l' to tl'll :rnu thi,;; and to ask yon if ~·ou
promise to marry me as soon as the war is ended?"
:The girrs eyes "\\"ere downcast and her face was sn:ffused
·
1rith blu hes, but she said not a word.
\;·ill

're

The yonth stepped :forward, quickly, and slipped his
arm around the girl's waist. ''Look up!'' he whisperecl.
Th . d.cl
· t t F
1
?"
.
.
•
•
e gu1 i so, s1ow1y anc] s1iy]'y, an d tl 1e ins
an ran~
ater . said l\Ir. Sunmons.
· l1t of tl1e l oo k- ·.m tl1e gu
· l' s eye an excJamahon
·
caug h t s1g
"~ o, we will he able to get along all right without you, of joy e~capecl hi~ and he caught the girl in both arms and
. Simmons," was the reply; "I must thank you, how- ga.w her a hug and a dozen or more kisses.
uer, for what you have done for us. You have been a I1 "'fou will \\"ai.t for me, Emma?" he whispered.
eat help to us, indeed."
I "I will- Frank!'' was th~ murmured reply, ancl the
"Waal, I've d~ne whut I could; I guess ihet Emmy he~ . youth was happy.
/
elly clone more n whut I heY, fur she had brung ye mos I "Good-by, sll'eetheart,
until I come for you!" Frank
h' ther way over ther mounting 1when I met ye."
-.aid. ".,And I will come just as soon as the war is over,
"That is true, and we moEt sincerely thank you, :Jiiss if I am alive!"
mma."
.
I "I will wait for you, Frank, and-oh, how I hope you
1 "Oh, I am glad to ha>e been able to do something fn"." j will not be killed before the cruel
war is ended!"
le cause," the girl Eaid. blushing; "no thanks are neces- I One more kisR and then they ha~tened back, and Frank

I

ry."

I told

h"Xevcrtheless you haYe our sincere thanks, and I hope j

~1r. Sin1mons that he and Enuna were engaged.
"All right, my boy," said the girl's father, "J hain't
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knowed ye long, but Mr. Slater vouches fur ye, an' I'm ambulances the "Liberty Boys" would appear again
willin' ter 'cept ye ez er on-in-law when ther war i8 01·er." give them some more volleys.
Fifteen minutes later the "Liberty Boys" were making
Of course, the British fired many volleys, but they
their way down the side of the mountain, going in a direc- not know in which direction to shoot as they had only
tion that would enable them to head the redcoats off, and noise made by the firearms to guide them; they never
Mr. Simmons and Emma were making their way in the a sight of the enemy. 'rhe result was that they did
direction leading toward their home.
do much damage, although they did succeed in wound
Emma was ~s happy as a lark, and sang and laughed a number of the youths. The wounds were, as a r
and talked at a great rate while they were making thei~ trivial, however, for the youths were adepts at protect"
way to their home, and sHe hastened to tell her mother that themselves behind the trees.
she had found a sweetheart among the brave "Liberty
So successful were the "Liberty Boys" in retarding
Boys."
progress of the British, that Shelby, Campbell, Willia
'' W'aal, t het suits me a heap sight better'n e£ ye hed McDowell .and the other partisan leaders, with their th
took er noshun tcr wun uv ther Tory boys of the nabor- sand and more of allied troops were enabled to catch
hood," said Mrs. Simmons, philosophically. "I'm glad, with the enemy by nightfall, and ifajor Ferguson beca
Emmy, an' I'll warrant ye ther young feller·u make ye er aware of the £act that now he was in great danger.
good husban'."
He was in a fair way to be surrounded and his li
We may as well state before leaving these characters that army cut to pieces and captured.
Frank did go back when the war was ended, and he and
His scouts-he h_ad some very good ones from amo
Emma W
fre married and wete very happy.
the 'rories in his force-told him that he was in a f
The "Liberty Boys" succeeded in getting around in front 1ray to be surrounded, and there was only one way
of the redcoats, and when the enemy came along, fired two prevent it, and that was by "IUaking a forced march
volleys into their ranks, and got away so quickly that the the darkness of the night. It was decided to do this.
Brit ish could do I\Othing in return.
pretence of camping .tfor the night was made, supper
Major Ferguson, t he commander of the British force, eaten and then as soon as it was dark enough to veil th
was wild with rage.
'
movements the British set out, marching as rapidly as
"We must get at those coundrels and trike them a blow circumstances would permit.
that they won ·t forget in a hurry !" he cried. "Captain
But they were dealing with men shrewder than the
Sharpley, take a hundred men and go in pursuit, and i~ EP.lves. The forces . of the patriots were made up of
you catch them give them no chance to escape. Shoot who had lived amid the timber and mountains all th
them P.own as you would so many dogs !''
'
lives, and were as. much at home there as the squirr
"All right , major," was t4e reply, and the cap,ain set" bears and wild animals of all kinds. They had th
out, with a force of one hundred· men, in pursuit of Dick ;;couts out and the movement of the British was quic
and the " Liberty Boys."
made known to the leaders Of the allied forces. Tl
Needless to say, Captain Sharpley was unsuccessful. The f'Ct out at once and the "Liberty Boys" and Shelby's fo
youth were natural woodsmen, and had no difficulty in was deputed the task of getting around in front of
throwi ng the redcoats off the track.
enemy, while the other" were to cnc!o'se the British
Before Captain Sharpley and hi s men could rejoin ·the the sides and rear, and thus get them surrounded.
main forre, indeed. Dick and his men had again appeared
This was accompli shd succcs fully, but the redco
in front of the redcoats. and had given them two volleys had rn~de ve?' good progrecis me~nwhil~ and had s
and gotten quickly out of the way as in the first instance. cee~ed m gettmg close to a mountam which stood alm
Major Ferguson raved and swore, but it did no good, a1one. This was known locally as King's Mountain, a
and when Captain Sharpley returned and reported that it was chosen by l\Iajor Ferguson as being a good po
be had been unable to find the rebels, the major was mad- to make a stand.
der than ever.
The allied patriot forces. having "treed their coon," so
As may well be supposed, the redcoats were unable to speak, went into camp and waited for daylight.
make very great headway, and about the time they would
"The redcoats cannot get away from us now," s
get their dead buried and the wounded into hammock Shelby; "they are on the mountain-top and we have

!
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mountain surrouncl ed. \re will wait till morning and then youths three
if they will not surrender we will go for them."
their homeR
\Yhen morning; ca me and 11ajor Ferguson looked around tales to tell
and saw what a natural strongholLl he had stumbled upon, the company
he 1ras clcli.::?:hted. and told hii;; men that all the " rebels"' in
the entire country could not dislodge them, and when
Shel by sent up a demand for his surrender, he sent back
\\'Ord that he woulu fight to the death.

LIGHT.

29

or four weeks, aud when they went back to
and sweethearts they had some wonderful
of the adventures they had had while with
of youths known ns the "Liberty Boys."

THE

END.

And .t hi5' is wh at almost happened, for Ferguson was
lealing "·ith moun tain men, men uBed to scaling the rocks,
The next number (79) of "The Liberty Boys of '76"
and what seemed to him a pla ce that was impregnable, will contain "THE LIBER'I'Y BOYS' HONOR; OR,
these stunly mountaineer ' speedily proved to be otherwise. THE PROMISE THAT WAS KEPT," by Harry Moore.
•\. ~ter a stubborn fight the redcoats were forced to surrender, 389 having been killed and 20 being missing. The
'lirrendered numbered 716, and 1,500 stands of arms were
captured with th e redcoats. The patriots lost only 28
I
' illed and 60 wounded, but orie of the (killed was James I SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
Yilliams, one of the patriot leaders.
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
Ferguson was killed on the British side, however, which newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
ore th an eYened things up, as he was the main leader of
he British force.
mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
'I'he twelve youth s who had joined the "Liberty Boys" SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
or the trip over to Gilbert 'l'o wn remained with the I you order by return mail.
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The farmer dropped on his kne es and yelled -for mercy, begging "Good -Mr. Devil" to let him off this
time. Fred walked up and blew the fumes of sulphur into his face and he
1
fell over backwards in a dead faint .
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·
J
11s.
A.
Gordon.
By Jas. C. Merritt.
'
213
·
Young
Davy
Crocket t ; or, The H e ro of Sil ver Gui eb . By
173 AHoat With Capt ain Nemo ; or, The Mystery of Whirlpool Island.
Old
Scou
t.
By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson ..
Wright a nd H is )lagnet! c :\Iotor ; or , '.rbe Golden City
174 Two fl<>ys' Trip to an Unknown PlaI1et. By Richard R .. Mont· 214 J ack
th e Si erra s. By " Noname."
gomery.
le Mac, '1.'h e Boy Eng ineer ; or, Bound T o Do His Best.
175 The Two Diamonds; or, A Mystery of tbe South African Mines 215 Litt
J
as. C. Merritt.
By Howard Austin.
Boy Money King: or, Wo rk!J:~g in Wail Street. A St
17'6 Joe. tbe Gymnast; or, Three Years Among the Japs. By Allan 216 The
of a $mart New York Boy. By 1:1 . K. Shackleford.
Arn old .
.
177 Jack Hawthorne, of No Man' s Land; or, An Uncrowned King.
B~ · Nona me.''
17!1 GuJl-Boat Di ck; or, Death Be fore Dishonor. By Jas. C. Merritt.
11
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THE STAGE.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN.'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Containing a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKE BOOK.-Something new and very instructive. Every
boy should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions for organizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
btain a copy immediately.
No. i9. HOW TO BECOME AN .A.CTOR.-Containing comlete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
•tags; together with the duties of the Stage. Manager, Prompter,
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a promment Stage Manager.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latast jokes, anecdotes and funny. stories .of this world-renowned and
Sixty-four pages; handsome
sver popular German comedian.
a!olored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPElA.KER. Containing fou1t
teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems fro!I'
all the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the moet:
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for conducting dt7
bates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion, and the bt!I:
sources for procuring _information on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation i.i":
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various method• ol•
handkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it com•
tains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which IC
interesting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy
without one.
No. 4. IIOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and hand1omc
li ttle book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instru~
tions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ballroom and at partlt!fl
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular aquatt.
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to lo
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etlquetll'
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not S•':i.<
erally known.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in ~ 
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, givln1 ~
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of ~~
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ,ever given to the worl{
wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male u 1i
Everybody
GARDEN.-Containing
WINDOW
A
KEEP
TO
No. 16. HOW
~ull Instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read thla ~@@"·
~r country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
!lowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pubBIRDS AND ANIMALS.
lished.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrate~ <i<iiil'
It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for the management and training of ~c·
~n cooking ever published.
6sh, game and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mo<"kingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS .A.Nii.
: ooks.
R.A.BBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely Ulwt
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
1verybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE .A.ND SET TRAPS.-Includlng hlnlr
l!Ilake almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birdil
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. · Copiously illustrated. By J. HarrinetOll'
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS .A.ND ANIMALS.-A walli
deNo. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A
able book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountii:n,
1cription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Glvlng coiro·
By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keepint
~tc.
lustrations.
taming, breeding and managing all kinds of pets; also giving fo.1
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenb
taining full directions for ma king electrical machines, induction eight illustrations, making it the most complete book of the 11;\ •
coils, dynamos, and many novel toys to he worked by electricity. ever published.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
To. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-.A. useful "-nil liiJ·
l,arge collection of instructive a·nd highly amusing electrical tricks,
a complete treatise on chemistry; also ce:i<
giving
book,
structive
t ogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
periments in a coustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, &D •
directions for making fireworks, colored · fires and eas balloonll
ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST. By Harry This book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete handbook te1,
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi· making all kinds of candy, ice cream, syrups, essences, etc. etc.
No. J9. FRANK TOUSEY'S UNITED STA'l'ES DIST.A.NO!li
tu des every night with his wonderful imitations) J can master the
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and rriends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND .-OUIDE.-Givlng thr
distances on all the railroads of the' United States anti
official
l{reatest book ever published, and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to foreign ports, hac~·
<rery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census, etc., etc., makhnf.
~f games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable it one of the most complete and ban~y books published.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.- A wo:o:'
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
derful book, containing useful and practical .. information In till''
money than any book published.
!Ver\'
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAl\:IES.-A complete &nd useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments, common to <
book, containing the ru !es and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for generlll Ol!!·
.
plaints
• backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
oi;i
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.
No. 3~. HOW TO SOLYE CONUN,DRL(MS.-Containing all
the leadmg conundrums of the day, amusmg riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arrtmgl!lf.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
snd witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brad
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
. book, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuab r
. bage, €asino, Forty-five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw 'Poker and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventur.
Auction Pitch, All Fours and many other popular games of cards'. and experien<"es of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-~ontall!,,
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hundred interesting _l)Uzzles and conundrums with key to same A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it .
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and oth:,
•
• ::omplete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W
·
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARil'
No. 13. ~ow TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
ti a great hfe secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittanc~
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Poe'<
• all about. There's happiness in it.
• tNo. 33. HOW TO BEHA VE.-Containing the rules and eti- Guard, Police 'Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy shou M
know to he a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, autho•,
methods
approved
<ifiette of good society and the easiest and most
• of appearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete Im·
and in the drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis NaV11.I
.
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descriptlo:.
• No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and ev'e rything a bo~
• - fJonta ining the _most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. C!loll!I"
ilalect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Becom1 ['
West Point Military Cadet."
i't'lth many 1tandard readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher. 24 Union Square, New York.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76.
t

A W eeldy Magazine containing Stories of the A1nerican Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.
These stories a.re ba.sed o~ a.ctua.l fa.cts a.nd give a fa.ithfuJ
a.ccount of the exciting a.dventures of a. bra.ve ba.nd of America.
youths who were a.lwa.ys rea.dy a.nd willing to imperil their liv
for the sa.ke of helping a.long the ga.lla.n t ca.use of Independence
Every number will consist of 32 la.rge pa.ges of rea.ding ma.tter
bound in a. bea.utiful colored cover.
41 The Liberty Boys In a Snare: or, Almost Trapped.
~ ig: tlg:~~~ ~~~~· o~r'J? ~r~ ~eftlr:iii~it~ h!B~?t~~ and Tortes. 4:! The Liberty Roys' Brave Rescue ; or, In the Nick of Time.
3 'l'he Liberty Boys' Good Work; or, Helping General Wash ington. 42 '!'he Liberty Boys' Big Day; or. Doing Business by Wholesale.
1

0

4 The Liberty Roys on Hand; or, Alw.ays in the Hi~ht Place.
5 The Liberty Boys' Nerve; or, Not Afraid of the King's Minions.
6 T he Libert y Boys' Defiance: or, "Catch and Hang Lis it You Can."
7 The Liberty Boys in Demand ; or, The Champion Spies oC t he
R evolution.
8 The Liberty Boys' Hard Fight; or, Beset by British and Tories.
9 The Liberty Boys to the Rescue; or, A Host Within '£bemselves.
10 The Liberty Boys' Narrow Escape; or, A Neck-and-Xeck Race
With Death.
11 The Libi!rty Hoys' Pluck; or, Undannted by Odds.
12 The Liberty Boys· Peril ; or, Threatened from all Sides.
13 The Liberty Boys' Luck; or, Fortnne Favors the Brave.
14 The Liberty Boys' Ruse; or, Fooling the l:lrltish.
15 T he Liberty Boys' 'l.'rap, and What They Caught in It.
1 6 The Liberty Boys Puzzled: or, 'fhe Tories' Clever i:lcbeme.
17 The Liberty Boys' Great Stroke; or, Capturing a l:lritish Mau-of-

'VaL".

18 The Liberty Boys' Cha'lenge; or, Patriots vs. Redcoats.
19 The Llbe1·ty .Boys 'frapped; or, The Beautiful Tory.
20 The Liberty Roys' Mistake; or, "What Might Have BePn"
21 The Liberty Roys' J!'ine Work: or, Doing 'l'hlng~ Up BrO\>n.
2 2 The Liberty Boys at Ua.": or. 'rhe ('l sest Call of ,lll
23 The Liberty Boys on Their Mettle; or, Making It Warm tor the
Redcoats.
24 The Liberty Boys' Double Victory; or, Downing the Rettcoats and
To•·les.
25 The Liberty Boys Suspected: or, 'faken for British Spies.
26 The Liberty Roys' Clever Trick; or, Teaching the Redcoats a
Thing or 'fwo.
27 The Liberty Boys· Good Spy Woi·k; or, With the Redcoats In
Pbi!adPlpbia.
2~ The Liberty Boys' Battle Cry; or, With Washington at the Brandy
win.,.
29 The Llhrrty Ro.vs· Wild Ride; or. A Dash to Save a Fort.
31) The Liberty Boys in a F'ix: or. 'rhreatened by Reds and Whites
31 The Liberty Boys· Big Contract; or, Holding Arnold in Check.
32 The Liberty Bo.vs Shadowed ; or, After Dick S later tor Revenge.
33 The Liberty Boys Duped: or, The Friend Who Was an Enemy.
3 4 The Liberty Boys' Fake Surrende r ; or, The Ruse That Succeeded
35 The Liberty Boys' Signal: or. "At the Clang of the Bell."
36 T h e Liberty Boys' Daring Work: or, Risking Life for Liberty't
Ca u s~.
37 The Liberty Boys' Prize, and How They Won Tt.
31! The T.iberty Roys' Plot: or, The Plan That Won.
3!1 The Liberty Bo.vs· Great Rani: or, Taking Everything In Sight
41) The Liberty Boys' Flush Times: or, Reveling in British Gold.

11 The Liberty Boys' Net; or, Catching the Redcoats and Tories.
45 The Liberty Roys Worried: or, The Disappearauce of Dick Slater
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The Lll.lerty Boys· Iron Grip: or, Squeez ing the Red <·oats.
'l.'he Liberty Boys' Success: or. Doing What They Set Out to Do
'!'he Libe1·ty Boys' Sethack : or. Defeated. Hut .'\ot Disgru ced.
'.l'he Liberty Boys in Toryv ille: or. Dick Slater's Fearful Risk
The Liberty Boys Aroused. or. Rtr ikiug Strong B lows fo1· LibertJ
The Liberty Boys· Triumph : or. ncatlug tbe Uedcoats at Their
Own ft:une .
The Liberty Bo.vs· Rea re: o r. A i'lliss as Good as a ~rne.
The I.iberty Boys' Danger: Ot'. Foes on All Sides.
The Liberty Hoys' l"liirht : or. A Yery .'\arrow Esc·ape.
The Liberty Boys' Strategy: or, Out-<leuerallng the fi:nemy.
The Liberty Boys' Wat·m Work: or. Showing the Hedconts II"w
to l•'lght.
Tbe Liberty Boys' "Push": or. Round to Get TbcrP.
The Liberty Boys' Desperate Chai·ge; or, \\'ith "~[ad Anthony"
at Stony Point.
The Liberty Boys' Justi ce. And Hnw They Dealt lt Out.
'l'h" Liberty Boys non1bn1 l1Cd. o r. A \',•ry ""ll'lli '['\DIP.
'l h~ Liberty Boys' St•aled Urders: or. Going it ntind.
The Libe rty Boys' Daring f;tl'Oke: or. Wi th "Light-llorse llarrv"
at Paulus Hook.
The Liberty Boys' Live ly Times: or, Herr . There and 8verywhPre.
'l'he Liberty Boys· "Lorw !land": or. l"ightlng A1rninst (;reat
Odrls.
'.l'he Liberty Boy~· ) faol'Ot: or. The luol of tbe Compauy.
'l'be Libe rty Boys· Wrnth : or. Going for the Itedcoats lloughsbod '
The Libe rty Boys' Rattle for Life: or. The Hardest Struggl e or
All.
The L1h~rty Boys' Lost : or. 'Th e Trap That Did :-lot "'ork .
'l'he Liberty Boys ' "Jonah": or. The Yon th \\'ho "Q11ect·erl" J;;,·eryt hing.
The Liberty Boys' D<'coy; or. Baiting the British.
The Liberty Boys Lnred: or. The Snare the Enemy Ret.
The Libe rty Tioys' Ranso m : or. In the Uands of the Tory Outlaws
The Lih~rty Boys as Sleuth-Rounds: or. Trniling Benedict .\r ·
n old .
The Libe l'ty Boys "Swoop" : or, Scalteriug the Redcoats Lik
Chaff.
The Liberty Boys' "flot 'l'irne'': or. Lively \Y•)l'k in Old Virginia
The Liber ty Boys' Daring Sc·heme: or. Their Plot to Capture tll
King-·s

~?n.

77 The J,iberty Boy ~· Bold Move: or. l n lo the ~:nemy's Country.
IB The Liberty Boys' J3eucou Light: or. The Sie:rrnl Light on the Mountain.
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